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conditions. In contrast, prevention- 
orlented hazardous waste regulations 
are generally Implemented 
independently by facility owner/ 
operators through complying with 
national regulatory requirements. 
2. LDRs. MTRs. and Permitting Raise 
Problems When Applied to Remediation 
Wastes 

In the HWIR-media proposed rule, 
EPA identified the application of three 
RCRA requirements to remediation 
wastes as the biggest problems to 
address; Land Disposal Restrictions 
(LDRs), Minimum Technological 
Re 

+ 
uirements (MTRs, and permitting. 
he LDRs (which appear in 40 CFR 

part 268) generally prohibit land 
disposal (or “placement” in land-based 
units) of hazardous wastes until the 
wastes have met the applicable 
treatment standards. Often this 
placement is appropriate and desirable 
when managing remediation wastes to 
excavate them from their current 
locations. and temporarily store the 
wastes before on-site treatment. or to 
excavate the wastes and accumulate 
enough volume to ship off-site cost 
effectively. By not allowing temporary 
storage and accumulation in land-based 
units. the LDRs can be a strong 
disincentive to excavating and 
managing remediation waste. The 
staging pile provisions of today’s final 
rule address this issue by allowing 
temporary storage and accumulation of 
remediation wastes in a staging pile 
without being sub ect to LDR. 

Another examp / e of the problems 
with LDRs in the cleanup scenario is 
that contaminated media are often 
physically quite different from as- 
generated process wastes. Contaminated 
soils often contain complex mixtures of 
multiple contaminants and are highly 
variable in their composition, handling, 
and treatability characteristics. For this 
reason. treating contaminated soils can 
be particularly complex. involving one 
or sometimes a series of custoin- 
designed treatment systems. It can be 
very difficult to treat contaminated soils 
to the LDR treatment levels, The parts 
of the HWlR-media proposal that 
addressed this issue have been finalized 
in the LDR Phase IV rule (63 FR 28556 
(May 26. 1998)). 

corrective action programs for potential 

The MTR requirements were designed 
as preventative standards for wastes 
generated through industrial processes. 
They were not designed for the remedial 
context. For example, under 40 CFR 
Subpart F. surface impoundments, 
waste plies. and land treatment units or 
landfills must have specific detection, 
compliance monitoring programs, and 

groundwater contamination from the 
unit. These are appropriate preventative 
requirements for units managing process 
wastes. However, many cleanup actions 
involve short-term placement of 
remediation wastes into a waste pile, 
and all of these requirements may not be 
necessary. The staging piles provisions 
of today’s rule address this issue by 
allowing the Director to determlne 
appropriate design criteria for the 
staging pile based on the she-specific 
circumstances such as the concentration 
of the wastes to be placed In the unit 
and the length of time the unit will 
operate. EPA also explained in the 
preamble to the CAMU rule additional 
reasons why LDR and MTR 
requirements can be counterproductive 
when managing remediation waste as 
opposed to as-generated process wastes. 
To read about these additional reasons, 
see 58 FR 8658 (865%8661)(February 
16, 1993). 

Finally. another area creating 
roadblocks Is permitting. The time- 
consuming process for obtaining a 
RCRA permit can delay cleanups, 
therebv delavina the environmental and 
public-health b&efits of cleaning up a 
contaminated site. For example, the 
traditional RCRA permitting process 

d 
i 

conditions must be sufficient to ensure 

requires the facility owner/operator to 
submit a great deal of information on 
activities at the facility to EPA or the 
State. and the permit must include 
terms and conditions to protect against 
any improper waste management 
practices over the long-term active life 
of an operating facility. Because of the 
large volume of information submitted. 
these permits are huge documents and 
approval often takes several years. 
However. in the remedial scenario, 
cleanup activities are generally a one- 
time proJect: once the cleanup Is 
completed and the remediation waste is 
properly treated and disposed. then the 
activities are completed. Also, these 
activities are limited to addressing the 
contamination at the site. and therefore 
are often more limlted In scope than the 
operating practices of a facility that is 
engaged in on-golng waste treatment, 
storage and disposal. To overcome the 
limitations discussed above from 
traditional RCRA permits, the new 
Remedial Action Plans (RAPS) 
requirements in today’s rule streamline 
the process for receiving a permit for 
treating. storing and disposing of 
remediation wastes. and require the 
facility owner/operator to submit 
significantly less Information than for a 
traditional RCRA pennit. However, the 
information submitted for a RAP 
application and RAP terms and 

proper waste management of the 
remediation wastes Involved during the 
life of the cleanup acdvlties. 

Furthermore. a facility seeking a 
traditional RCRA permit to manage 
remediation wastes on-site must 
investigate and cleanup their entire 
facility (facility-wide corrective action). 
This requirement can deter potential 
cleanups from happening at all. For 
instance, facility owners and operators 
may wish to clean up a small portion of 
their facility for any number of reasons, 
such as to avoid future liability, to free 
the property for sale or other uses, or 
because they simply wish to restore the 
environmental health of their property 
However, they may not be willing to 
take on the burden of investigating and 
cleaning up their entire facility, when it 
Is only a small portion they wish to 
voluntarily clean up, and they may be 
reluctant to conduct the cleanup under 
the RCRA corrective action program. 
Therefore. to encourage cleanups, under 
today’s final rule, facilities that need a 
RCRA permit only to treat. store, or 
dispose of remediation wastes 
(remediation-only facilities) are not 
subiect to the facility-wide corrective 
action requirement.- 
B. How Has EPA Tried to Solve These 
Problems in the Past? 

EPA has tried to solve these problems 
In the past through a series of 
regulations and policies: for example: 

. The “Area of Contamination” 
(AOC) policy: 

l The “contained-in” policy; and 
l The regulations for Corrective 

Action Management Units (CAMUs). 
and temporary unitsI 

All of these regulations and policies 
help alleviate some of the problems 
facing cleanups. but none have 
completely solved these problems. (See 
the October 1997 report by the United 
States General Accounting Office, 
“Remediation Waste Requirements Can 
Increase the Time and Cost of 
Cleanups.” 2) 

The AOC policy allows important 
flexibility for activities done within a 
contiguous contaminated area. For 
example, hazardous remediation wastes 
may be consolidated or treated in situ 
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within an AOC without triggering the 
LDRs or MTRs However, the AOC 
policy does not address the permitting 
issues today’s rule Is addressing, nor 
does It address LDR and MTR for wastes 
removed from an AOC, or treated ex 
situ. 

The contained-in policy defines when 
some contaminated media can be 
considered to no longer “contain” 
hazardous waste. When EPA or an 
authorized State determines that media 
do not “contain” hazardous waste, 
RCRA does not generally pose a barrier 
to remediation because permitting 
requirements, LDRs (generally). and 
MTRs do not apply to media that do not 
contain hazardous waste. However, the 
contained-In policy is limited to media 
only, and does not provide any 
flexlbllity for other remediation wastes. 
nor does it provide needed flexibility for 
highly concentrated media. 

The CAMIJ and temporary unit rules 
provide much-needed flexibility for 
unit-specific standards at cleanup sites. 
CAMUs and temporary units are not 
subJect to LDRs or MTRs. The 
requirements for these units are set on 
a site-specific basis, depending on slte- 
specific factors such as the types of 
wastes being managed (for example, 
concentrations, volumes, other 
characteristics) and the period of time 
the unit will operate. However, CAMUs 
and temporary units do not address any 
of the permitting Issues that cause 
problems for remedlation wastes. 

Because each of these regulations or 
policies is limited in solving the 
problems Inherent to managing 
hazardous remediation waste under the 
RCRA Subtitle C system. EPA felt it was 
necessary to propose additional 
s”l”tions. 
C. How Dld the Proposed Rule Attempt 
to Solve These Problems? 

EPA recognized a continuing need foI 
further reforms than the regulations and 
policies discussed above had provided. 
and yet knew that these reforms would 
be controversial. in 1993. EPA convened 
a committee under the Federal Advisory 
Committee Act (FACA) to provide 
recommendations to EPA on how to 
make these reforms. The FACA 
Committee included representatives 
from environmental groups, regulated 
industry, the waste management 
industry, States, and EPA. The FACA 
Committee met numerous times 
between January 1993 and September 
1994. EPA based the options in the 
April 29. 1996 HWIR-media proposal on 
the recommendations and discussions 
of the FACA Committee. 

EPA presented several options for 
reforms In the HWIR-media proposal. 

EPA presented nv” comprehensive 
options (the Bright Line and the Unitary 
Approach), and requested comment on 
sub-options and Issues within those 
comprehensive options. 
I. The “Bright Line” Approach for 
Contaminated Media 

The first comprehensive option, 
which formed the basis for the proposed 
rule, was the “Bright Line” option. The 
Bright Line option would have been 
Ilmited to “contaminated media” only. 
Contaminated media was defined to 
Include soils, groundwater. and 
sediments, but not debris, nor other 
remediation wastes such as sludges. The 
Bright Line option got its name from a 
“line” dividing more highly 
contaminated media from less 
contaminated media. That Bright Line 
was a set of constituent-specific 
concentrations based on the risks from 
those constituents. Media found to 
contain constituents above these 
concentrations would have remained 
subject to Subtitle C management 
requirements (however, the proposal 
requested comment on some potential 
modifications to those requirements), 
and media containing constituents 
below the concentrations would have 
been eligible for a determination that it 
no longer “contained” hazardous waste, 
thereby generally removing It from 
Subtitle C Jurisdiction. 

The determinations of which media 
were and were not subject to Subtitle C 
requirements were to be documented in 
a Remediatton Management Plan (RMP) 
approved by EPA or an authorized State, 
The RMP would have been an 
enforceable document that would also 
have included any requirements for 
managing media below the Bright Line, 
and would have served as a RCRA 
Subtitle C permit for treatroent, storage 
or disposal of media above the Bright 
Line. The RMP process would have 
been more streamlined than that 
required for RCRA permits obtained 
under the current regulations. and also, 
at remediation-only facilities, would not 
have required 3004(u) and (v) facility- 
wide corrective action. as Is required for 
all RCRA permits before today’s rule. 
2. Other Options Withln the “Bright 
Line” Approach 

Other requirements that EPA 
proposed to modify were LDR treatment 
standards for soils that remained sub&t 
to Subtitle C requirements, standards 
applicable to on-site storage and/or 
treatment of cleanup wastes during the 
life of the cleanup, and State 
authorization requirements. New 
treatment standards would have applied 
to soils that remained subject to LDRs 

under the Bright Line approach. EPA 
also proposed a new unit called a 
“remedlation pile.” Remedlation piles 
could have been used temporarily 
without triggering LDRs and MTRs. for 
the on-site treatment or storage of 
remediatlon wastes subject to Subtitle C. 
States picking up any revisions to their 
RCRA programs (the proposal was not 
limited to the revisions to remediation 
waste management programs) could 
have followed new streamlined 
authorization procedures. Also, EPA 
proposed to withdraw the CAMU 
regulations If the final HWIR-media rule 
would sufficiently replace the flexibility 
currently avallable under the CAMU 
rule. 

Finally, EPA proposed excluding 
dredged materials from Subtitle C if 
they were managed under permits 
issued under the Clean Water Act 
(CWA) or Marine Protection Research 
and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA). 
3. The “Unitary” Approach-An 
Alternative to the “Bright Line” 

As an alternative to the Bright Line 
approach, EPA requested comment on 
the “Unitary Approach.” The Unitary 
Approach excluded all remediation 
wastes (irrespective of the concentration 
of hazardous constituents in the waste 
and including non-media remediation 
wastes) managed under a Remedial 
Action Plan (RAP) (which was very 
similar to a RMP) from Subtitle C 
management requirements and made 
them subject to site-specific 
re ulrements In the RAP. 

‘A gain, EPA requested comment on 
the two main comprehensive options, 
the Bright Line and the Unitary 
Approach, and on all the sub-issues. 
such as the proposed elimination of 
CAMUs, and the new requirements for 
remediation piles. LDR, RMPs and 
RAPS. dredged materials, and State 
authorization. 
D. What General Comments did EPA 
Receive About the Two MaJor Proposed 
optIons 

Some commenters supported the 
Bright Line option and thought it was 
appropriate to distinguish between 
highly contaminated media and media 
that were less contaminated, and to 
regulate them differently. 

However, most commenters on the 
Bright Line optlon believed that the 
Bright Line would be to” difficult to 
Implement, and therefore should not be 
finalized. There were several elements 
of the Bright Line option that 
commenters were concerned about 
Implementing. One concern was 
sampling to determlne whether media 
was above or below the Bright Line. 
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Concentrations of contaminants in 
environmental media typically are not 
heterogeneous, and it is difficult to 
make assumptions about the 
concentrations of large areas of 
contamination without taking many 
SClmpleS. 

Another concern was how to 
differentiate between media, debris, and 
other remediation wastes, such as 
sludges. Commenters stated that often 
these different types of remediation 
waste are all found at the same site and 
they will ail need to be managed. and 
it would be unduly complicated to have 
to separate the different types of 
remediation wastes and manage them 
separately under separate regulatory 
re uirements. 

%, Isa, commenters were concerned 
about the methodology that EPA used to 
determine the Bright Line levels 
themselves. EPA received many specific 
comments on the proposed Bright Line 
constituent specific numbers, as well as 
the choice of which constituents were 
ass1 

mf 
ned Bright Line numbers. 
ith regard to the Unitary Approach, 

many industry and State commenters 
supported the Unitary Approach, saying 
that the flexibility would greatly 
streamline cleanups and allow more 
appropriate decisions for managing 
remediation waste. These commenters 
emphasized that flexibility was needed 
so that States could develop cleanup 
programs with oversight and public 
participation requirements specific to 
the concerns, needs, and resources of 
individual States, and felt that the 
Unitary Approach most closely 
addressed those concerns. However, 
some commenters were concerned that 
the lack of any national requirements 
was too open-ended and would not 
guarantee protectiveness. Commenters 
were also concerned about the resources 
required for States and Regions to make 
site-specific determinations of the 
appropriate management requirements 
for remediation wastes at each different 
site. 

Finally, commenters had many 
specific comments on the elements of 
these options such as RAPS and RMPs. 
remedlation piles, LDRs, etc. Major 
comments and EPA’s responses are 
summarized under those more specific 
sections of this preamble, and all 
comments are answered specifically in 
the “response to comments” document 
for today’s rule. 
E. What did EPA Decide to do After 
Conslderlng Those Comments? 

EPA has decided to promulgate only 
selected elements of the HWIR-media 
proposal in today’s rule, rather than go 
forward with a more comprehensive 

approach as proposed. EPA plans to 
complement the elements finalized 
today by leaving the CAMU regulations 
in place, rather than withdrawing these 
regulations as proposed. 

Although EPA conducted a lengthy 
outreach process before developing the 
HWIR-media proposal and made every 
effort to balance the concerns and 
Interests of various stakeholder groups. 
public comment on the proposal makes 
it clear that stakeholders fundamentally 
disagree on many remediatlon waste 
management issues. 

EPA agreed with commenters 
concerns that the Bright Line approach 
would be too dlfflcult to implement, 
and that a Bright Line that would satisfy 
commenters who wanted the Bright 
Line levels to consist of very 
conservative levels would not 
sufficiently reform the system to remove 
the existing barriers to efficient, 
protective remediatlon waste 
management. EPA has concluded that 
pursuing broader regulatory reform 
would be a time- and resource-intensive 
process that would most likely result in 
a rule that would provoke additional 
years of litigation and associated 
uncertainty. This uncertainty would be 
detrimental to the program and have a 
negative effect on ongoing and future 
cleanups. Based on these conclusions. 
the Agency has decided not to finalize 
either the Bright Line or the Unitary 
Approach, and recognizes that a purely 
regulatory response will not solve all of 
the remedlation waste management 
issues that HWIR-media was designed to 
solve. 

While EPA believes the elements 
nnalized today along with the retention 
of the CAMU rule, will improve 
remedlation waste management and 
expedite cleanups, the A&ncy Is also 
convinced that additional reform is 
needed to expedite the cleanup 
program, especially to provide greater 
flexibility for non-media remediatlon 
wastes like remedial sludges, address 
certain statutory permitting provisions, 
and more appropriate treatment 
requirements for remediation wastes (fol 
example, treatment that focuses on 
“principal threats” rather than all 
underlying hazardous constituents). 
Therefore, the Agency continues to 
support appropriate, targeted legislation 
to address application of RCRA Subtitle 
C land disposal restrictions, minimum 
technological and permitting 
requirements to remediation waste and 
will continue to participate In 
discussions on potential legislation. If 
legislation is not forthcomlng, the 
Agency may reexamine its approach to 
remediation waste regulation and may 
take additional administrative action. 

The elements finalized in today’s rule 
are: 

l Streamlined permitting for treating, 
storing and disposing of remediation 
wastes generated at cleanup sites that, 
among other things, eliminates the 
requirement for facility-wide corrective 
action at remediation-only facilities; 

l A variation on the proposed 
remediation p&s, called staging piles, 
modified in resoonse to oublic 
c”mme”ts: . 

+ A RCRA exclusion for dredged 
materials managed under CleanwWatel 
Act (CWA) or Marine Protection 
Research and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA) 
permits; and 

. Streamlined procedures for State 
authorization. 

EPA also finalized. In a separate 
document (63 FR 28604 (May 26, 1998)). 
the LDR treatment standards specific to 
hazardous contaminated soil that were 
proposed In the HWIR-media proposal. 
EPA is deferring action on the 
Treatability Sample Exclusion Rule, that 
EPA requested comments on expanding 
In the HWIR-media proposal at 61 FR 
18817. 

EPA will wlthdraw all other portions 
of the proposal, such as the proposal 
under the Bright Line option to 
distinguish between lower- and higher- 
risk contaminated media and give 
regulatory agencies the flexibility to 
exempt lower-risk contaminated media 
from RCRA requirements, and the 
portion of the proposal that proposed to 
withdraw the CAMU rule. 

Existing areas of flexibility for 
managing remediation waste, such as 
the contained-lo and AOC policies. and 
site-specific land disposal restrictions 
treatability variances, continue to be 
available. 
III. Definitions Used in this Rule 
(5260.10) 

Some terms defined in today’s rule 
may be difficult to understand when 
discussed out of context of the rest of 
the rule: therefore, readers may wish to 
read the preamble sections on RAPS and 
staging piles before reading this section 
on definltlons. To discuss related terms 
together in this preamble, discussion of 
the definitions Is not in alphabetical 
order (which is how the terms appear in 
the rule language). The section 
discusses: 

l First the revised definition of 
“corrective action manauement unit” or 
“CAMI J,” then I 

. Th ,e definition of “remediation 
waste,” then 

. “Remediation waste management 
site” and “facility.” then 

l “Staging pile,” then finally, 
. “Miscellaneous unit.” 
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Dear Mr. Weissman:, . 
Thank you for your law of May 11,199X and for meeting wirh us lo diicuss rhe Utility 

Solid Waste AcriviIieS Group’s (USWAG’s). Edison EJecnic ~&~w’s (EEI’s) and me 
American Gas Association’s (AGA’s) concerns regarding rhe effect me land disposal 
resnkions (LDR) treatmen swdards published on May 26, 1998 may have on cleanup of 
manufacmred gas plan1 sites. Like you, we are inmresud in encouraging and faciliraring cleanup 
of manufactured 8as plant sims in away Hal is borh effie~cnr,.economicd and protective of 
,human healrh and the environmenr. Before addressing tie specific canwt’a raised in your leper, 
we will review some of the general principles thar govern application of RCRA to.contaminated 
soil. 

As you know, contaminated soil, of itself, is nor hazardous waste and, generahy, is not 
subject IO regulanon under RC!R~...Conmrninamd soil can become subjecr ro regularion under 
RCIU if ihe soil “conmins”.hazardous waste. EPA generally considers conramin~~red soil to 
contain hazardous waste: (I) when soil exhibiu a characmrisric of hazardous wasm; and, (2) 
when soil .is’contaminared wirh hazardous cotimems from lisrcd kardous waste above cenain 
concenuarioos. 63 FR aI 28617 (May 26.1998). 

Ifcomaminared soil comains hazardous wame, then it is subject to all applicable RCRA 
requiremenu unril rhe soil no longer contains hazardous wane (i.e., umil tie soil is 
decharacrerized or, in the case of soil containing lined hazardous wasn?, undl.EPA or an 
authorized srare determines char tie soil no longer conrains listed hazardous wasm). In some ., 
circumstances, soil rhar no longer conrams hazardous waste, while generally nor subject ro 
RCRA requircrnems, will remain subject IO rhe]and disposal resnicdom. See 63 FR aI 28618 
{May 26; 1998) and orher sources cited rkerein, +Jhis may be rhe case if conraminated soil from 
manufactured gas planrs exhibits a hazardous chararzerisric when firsr generared (i.e., when firs ’ 
temovcd from rhe land) and is subsequenrly decharaaaized. Norc char if conuuninated.soil from 
manofacrured gas planr sires does nor exhibir a characreristk of hazardous waare or contain lisred 
hazardous waste when firs1 generated (i.e., when firs1 removed from rhe land), Ihen me soil is nor 
subjecl IO any RCRA requiremcnm, including the land disposal resrrictions. 63 FR 28618 (May 
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26, 1998)  ’ 

W e  understand that a~ some mamrfhcrurcd gas plant cIeanup sites, soil is consol idated ,’ 
within an area of contamination prior to being removed from the land (i.e.,‘gtnerated). Th is . 
Rracrice, and the area of contamination policy generally. is nor a fkaed by the h-lay 261998 
rulem~aking. Contaminated soil may be consoIidated within ap ma of contatnjnadon before it is 
removed from the land (Le., generated); the determination as to whether the soil exhibits a  
characteristic o f hazardous wasteor contains listed hazardous waste may be made afrer such 
consolidation. The Agency’s most recent guidance on the area ofcontatninarion pohcy is 
cnclosed.for your information. 

W e  understand from our discussions that your concerns center arnqd managetnen-t of 
contsminated soil that e tibiad a  chamcteristic rrf hazardous waste when first generated but has 
subsequently been dechmauer& d. W e  w ill .address two ques~ons in this lena: (1) what are the ’ 
Agency’s rules and policies concerning land disposal o f decharacteri~d WS, inchding 
dccharscrcrized conrarninatcd ?oil and (2) wha dechamcterized contaminarcd soil remains 
subject to the land disposal restrictions, what requirements apply prior to land disposal. 

1 . What are the Agency’s rules and polici~ concerning land disposal O f 
decharacr&ized wasres, iududing decharacterized coaramina~ed soil? 

Decbaiacterized waste (and decb aractcrized ctmmminamd soil) is no1 hazardous waste, 
and. is genetally not subject to the Subtitle C regulations. Nonetheless, as you&e dware, under 
certain circumstances decbaracmrizedwasr (and decitaractetized contaminared soils) remain 
subject ro LDR treatment requirements. See generally, Chemical Was te Menapement v. EPA, 
976 F . 2d.2, ljr14 (I?:C. C ir. 1997). 

When  dechatacterized wastes (and dechamcterized contaminated soils) m&in subject m  
LDR treatment requirements (i&as explained above, when the soils exhibit a  hazardous waste 
cbaractcristic when removed t%om the land) they must mcer applicable LPR treatment standards 
prior to land disposal, before rhey can be land disposed, (i.e., before they can be placed in a  land 
disposal unit). RCRA 3004(k) defines land disposal ta include, hur not be lim ited to, any 
placement in a  1aadfill;surface impoundment, waste pile, injection we ll, land treatment facility, 
salt dome formation, salr bed formation, or underground m ine or cave. Furthermore, EPA hq 
found, in orher conw, that open pits, fla t or low walled concrete pads that do not e ffectively 

’ The  exception IQ #Gs gcne~ W e  is :nil co&ninwed by listed hazafdws WXIC *ha UIC lined ha&dour 
wwe is land disporrd afler ths cffeaive dam of applirable LDR acsnncn~ requirements virhour mp ling such spphcablc 
rcqurrcmenk In IhlS case, the contaminaud soil would be  subjccrro land disposal rcwinicn trWmcn l nquifcmenlr 
rcgarOlcss of whelhcr II “cgwained” hwrdous %astc whm fits rcnwcd from Ihe land W IIPS JIuc is a  fmdmg Ihar 
haZw4ou.s conniwcn! levels arc tufticicn!ly tow so that Uucau ta hpman health and tic envi ronmam posed by land 
u~spnnl of the soil are m inir@cd. See 6J PR at 28618 (May &5,I998J. As we underSand tie mnd inons 81  must 
manuhnvrcd gas planr cleanup siks, we bcl iewdds case will scidom pcpnsenrrd during manuficwti gbs p1a111 
clwilps because soil 81  manufacwrsd grs plam sim’is nor typically corupminared by I~ned hazardous WWS. 
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conrain hazardous wasles and hazardous constituents m<y cons&e 14 disposal. See tie 
enclosed lener from Sylvia Lowmnce, U.S. EPA 10 Richard Wasairsporn dartd October 29, 
I 992. However. EPA’S longstanding view is bar placement in ranks, container% and 
con&men! buildings is nor land disposal. See, e.g., 57’FR 37211 (Aug~n 18,1992) 
(esuiblishi~g standards for conrainmenr buildings).. EPA’+as e.stablisheP design and operaring 
requirements for ranks, cotintrs and comainrncar buI&gs used r~l Tn@ and au)Tc hazar#ous 
waste. Clewiy, u&s used for treaunent ar srorago of &om c~nramind soil which _ . 
meet rhese requirements would not he considered Knin dhqxwl u&s and my be used TO RCV or 
smre decharacterized conrarnina~ sail w&horn rbe approval of EPA or an amkorized srate. 
However, since dech~n?Czed conramina~d sdil is ao longer subject zo reg&ion e hazardorrs 
w-e (ewepr, powntially, for land disposal uearmem tequirupenra), -enI and storage units 

. 

. used to manage dcchacrerized ecaaramhaared soiI are nor h’azardous waste management unirs 
and do nor have 10 be designed or operated in aecordanae witi PcRA SubriJe c -dous WI! 
reguhioos or receive hazardous &pa&s. If decharacraized contaminated soiI will be 
treated or stored in a unfr which is noT a tar& conraIn& oi containment buUi$ EPA or an - 
amborized atale should make a sire-specific de-on aa to whe.rhk or nor placerncnt of 

:. deeharac&zed conraminated wil in the pni~ con#ures Iand disposal. In mug such 
determinations, in addition to tii m&army co&de&on of rhe definition of land disposiJ in 
secrion 3009(k), EPA 911 consider (and r~rnmcnda w aurhorimd srar~~ similarly cona.idar) 
rhe relevant requirements established by tie Agency for ranks, contiers, and contaiixnen~. 
buildings &d. if these raquiremenrs are modified, wheder rhe rreaunem or storage unir will 
prevmt or convol unaeoeprabfe r&ase.s of decharacrerizcd contaminared sail and hazudous 
consdwencs 10 be enviromnenr These deurminadons should be made in.rhe canxxt of your on- 
going MGP sire cleanups and should be incU.ed in rht public notices which 5 rypicaily parr of 
cleanuP processes. We recpgnize rhar &urminations about conrainmcnr units will likely be 
made predominantly by aurhorizec+srates and vhpr due ~1 sire- and waste-specific variability 
conrainmem unit will have to accommodate the variety ofconditions that may be presenred 
during cleanup of MGP siw. 

2. . Wban dechamcnrized conraminatcd soil rampins subjeer to the land disposal 
restrictions, wbat requirements appIy prior to Iand disposal ? 

When decharacterizcd conramina~ed soil remains subject to tie land disposal resuicrions, 
rhree rypes ofrequirements apply. Fii Jle soiI mw be treated to mecf applicable’land disposal 
trearment standards pjor ro land disposal. Second, as discussed ahow; prior 10 land disposal the 
soil must be *eated or nond in an appropriarc type of unit (i.e., a Unix char is nor a land.disposal 
unir). Third, to ensure chat applicable Iand disposal aearmem standards are rnpr, certain trackhag, 
papework and orher requirementi must be nur. 

(a) Trnzment b meet applicable land rIIsposa1 tream(cat srandards.. AS just noted 
above, like any orher marerial subject IO the Iand disposal resuiczions, de&racteritrd soils from 
MGP cleanup sires musl be uealed IO meer applicable land .disposaI resniction tre4mxnI 
smdards prior to land disposal. In tie case of conraminared soils subjea IO The land disposal 

3 

. 
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restrictions, generators may choose between rneering rJx ~v~al treatment standard for tic, 

contarninathrg hazardous waste o; me&rg the aftema,tive soil trearmertt standards. For 
decharacterized conraminared soils, meeting rhe universal vw nandard for the 
contaminating hazardous waste would rquirc treaknent of the formerly ~characreriatic consrhuenr 
and all underlying hazardous constiroents to the urrivemaJ treatmern standards. Meeting the 
alternative soil treatment standards ‘would require treatment of the formerly characurisric 
constituent and a11 underlying hazardous oonstituems to reduce consrimen~ concennariorq by 90 
parcent or to achieve ren times the ttnive& Reamrem star&r& Note thar, as u$h any other 
material subject TV the land disp&l nmicrioas, cornaminatcd soil may qualify for ueamem 
variances under main ckmsrancea, see 40 CFR 268.44. 

(b) Sronge and rreatmenr p&r co load disposal. AS disoussed above, ahbough 
dechatacterized contaminated ,soil ia not haaardoua waste and, generally, is rherefbre not subject 
to RCRA Subtitle C rcquinmcnts, laxwe it remains subject to the land disposal resrrktions, it 
must be stored and ueated in appropriate units (i.e., uniu rbat are not land disposal uair~) unti 
rreaunenf standards are mf.L 

(c)~racking,papemorkaad~tfiertoquiremenrr Ifdecfnuaetetidcontamirtptedsoil 
is srored, ‘the stooge prohibirion of RClU 3004(j) generai)y applies. This means rhar rbe 
decharacterized conwninaud aoi1 can only be srored far the purpose of accumubuing ne@%ary 
quantities of hazardous wastes IO facilitate proper recovery. treatment, or disposal. See 40 CFR 
26S.S& 

For dechamcxerized conramina@ soil, tie repcrting and record &eping rquirements of 
40 CFR 268.9 apply. For example, if characteristic soil from an MGP cleanup is decharacukd 
81 the site where ir was genuared, then sent off-site for fur&r treatment to achieve LDP 
standards in a rberrnal deaorprioa unit,’ rhe generator of rbe contitrated soil must complete a 
one-rime nodficadon and eer$kation. J’he one-rime notification and cetrificarion provides a 
description of the soil as initially generated, including appliibJe baaardous wasre codes, 
treatabilrry groups, and underlying hazardous consrituenrs.. It also provides information about the 
facility which will receive, and trear, t& md soil. Tbua, in this example the 
generator oftbe contaminated.soil would idenrifL the fkihy operating the thermal desorption 
unit. A copy of the one rime notification and eerrification must be placedin the genetato?t files 
and sent IO the appropriate EPA region or authorized stare. lhese requkmurts create a rraelcing 

. . synem so EPA and authorized states can determine hat materials subject to rhc land disposal .’ 
restrictions t&e at the right place and are appropriately ueated prior ID land disposal. 

Funhermore, the dilution prohibition of 40 CFR 268.3 applies rd the deciwakerixd 
contaminated soil unril applicable LDR ~trnenr standards am achieved. As you are a~, 
diiution is normally prohibited aa a means of achieving the LDR treaunent star&& ineluding 
for characteristic (and dechamcw&d) wasw. See tical Waste Maneeement v. EPA, 976 
F. 2d 2, 15-19 (DC. Cir. 1992). 

4 
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-.,, 
We undersrand rha~ &en dechamcterized contaminated soils from MGP cleanup sires are 

returned to rhe uriliry’s power plam and mixed tvirh coa or orher combustibles prior to burning 
in a utility boder. The Agency does nqr considerthis pioc~ aform ofimpen$ssible dilution. 
Mixing MGP WBsre wirh coal or other combtkibles resdrs in a physical change IO rhe waste 
srreain rhat makes the wase more amenable IO combusrion (which, in addirion to being a type of 
energy recovery, is a form of reamurn tiat desuoys or removes *he hazardous conniruenrs). and 
thus facilitates proper Munent. 

In addmon IQ mixing wirh coal or orher cdmbust$les. a&r types of mixing or veauncm 
.af decharacrerked conraminatedsoil may be permissible prior u) @aI treatment provided that 
these processes produce chemicd or phMic# chges ad do nor merely (1) dilute Jie haza@us 
consrimenrs into a larger volume.of want so as to lower dz constiluem conctiaaa’on or (2) . 
release excessive amounts ofhazardous constimems IO be air. Ifmixing or O I@ pre-ueatmenr 
is necessary;o facilirare pmper rrcarmem (cg., destn&on or removal, such as burning in a 
boiler) in meeting the ueaumn~ standards’rhen dilution is permissible. See 51’ FR 405’92 
(November 7.1986) and 53 FR 309’11 (Augltsl 16,19X8). 

Note hat, in some insran% burning decharac~zed con&in& soil mixed $ti coal 
in a utility boiler may implicak the BeVill amendmem. As you are aware, PA’s posirio,ir is rhar 

. wastes which are covered by the Bevilj amendment are nor subject v) LDR requiremams. 40 
CFR 268. I(b); see also Honehead Resource Develoomem Co. v. Brewncr, 16 F. 3d 1246.1260- 

,6 I (DC. Cir. 1994 ) (upholding PA’s pbsirion). Consequently, if decharacrerized contaminared 
. . . ~, soil is burned in utiliry boilers along with coal and the resulting combustion ash is wiIhin tie 

‘<.‘A j scope of rhe Berill amendmer& LDR mdards do nor have to be mer ~for That ash. nor would tie 
decharacreriaed Sonraminarcd soils be considered IO be a prohibited w@!e. In Ihis case, Ihe only 
reporting and recordkeeping requiremem required is’s one-rime tit&c kepr in The fsciliry’s 
records. See 49 CFR 268.7 (a)(7). 

We appreclare your patience wi& rhe Agency in responding TO your Concerns. If you 
need funhrr assistance, please eomacr Rila Chow of my sraffai (703) 308-6158. 

Enclosure (2) 
. - 

O ffice of Solid Wasre 

. 

.- . 
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EPA&o emphasizes that any 
diludon of a prohibited contaminated 
soil (or of a pmhibited hazardous Wane 
with soil) es a subrdtute for adequate 
mammt to a&ieve compliance with 
LDR c;emnenr srandards or to 
-ircumvenr the effective dare of an LDR 
prohibition is considered a type of 
In~errdssIble dllutlon and is ill+. 
l?=refore. any de!ibeme mixing of 
prohibited hazardous waste witi soil in 
order to change its treaanent 
dassffication (Le.. from waste to 
contaminated soil) ts illegal. E?dsUng 
iqulatio~ concerning impermissible 
dflutton already make this point See 40 
CX 268.3(a) and @I: see also 57 FR at 
37?43 (Aug. 18.1992) (adoptIng the 
same prindple for contaminated debris). 
T?te A&my ucpecu that deliberate 
mkb-16 of hazardous waste with sail 
(and vice vusa) will be tare because 
such ac&ns are dearly illegal and 
would subject generators to substantiaI 
flms and penalties. including criminal 
tat-dons. In addition the rwltlng 
mbmrs (hazardous waste lmpvmivfble 
diluted by soil) would continue to be 
subject to the LLX’a for the original 
hezardous waste (i.e.. generally. the 
universal ceatmcnt standerds). so no 
benefit in terms of reduced treaonent 
reqtdrements would occur. The Agency 
took a shnilar approach when 
promulgaCng treeaent standards 
sped& to hazardous debris. See 57 FR 
at 37224 (Augost 18.1992). 

‘The Agency noms that the normal 
mixing of con’aminated soil from 

arhls portions of a site th?ar typically 
oc=Xs during the course of remedial 
acdeies or In the course of normal 
eanhmoving and @ding acthides Is 
not consIdered 1ntenUond dxlng of 
soil with non-media or prohibited soil 
with non-prohibited soil end. the&m-e. 
is not a type of impennissibls dilution. 
D. seekblg i-reatmmr variances 
&c8ute fhe National Treament 
&dard is Unachiemble or 
Jnappropriafe 

Under &sting regulations at 40 CFR 
268.44. people may obtain a var~cce 
freon a land disposal rest&don 
t=W=‘Ent itandard when a waste cannor 
k tmmd to the specitied level or when 
a O’=Lmylt swderd may be 
tippropriare for tile waste. with 
mt to contaminated soils. EPA has 
to his pdnt presumed that a treament 
-.‘Ubce would generally be needed 
because the LDR treatment standards 
developed for process westes were 
&her unxhievable (penemIly applied 
to Soil contaminated by metals) or 
insp~mpriate (Benaally applied to soil 
~n=ninated by organic constinrents). 
See. for example. 55 FR 8760 &iarch 8. 

199Cll: 58 FR 48092.48125 (September 
14.1993); 61 FR 188OS-18808.18810- 
18812 (April 29.1996): and. 61 FR 
55717 (October 28.1996). Thts 
p-ptfon will no longer qply once 
today’s soil ueamxnrstandads take 
effecr This Is because today’s standards 
were developed specifically for 
amnminated soils and are intended to 
sp&cally address the past dff?iculUes 
ikodated~wlth applying the ueatlnent 
stadwds developed for process waste 
toaacaminatedsoil 

-Ibis Is not to.say +a( ~matl?ent 

technologi= that are typically used 
during remedbdon Variances for 
treatment of Dmraminated soil Ml be 

dLvlmed in SectIon VR.B.3 of 
today’s prembk EPA and aurborized 
states will @cslly have detailed 
infomaUon about the .dsk posed by 
spedac llszdms coNuNents. dhct 
and indimct ex?mure routes. risk 
pathways and lnznan and 
envlnnmlenral lxeptots. -hi6 

- infomation canbe used to Inform 
decisions eboutwhcther &eats ere 

v-drhcw based on the “unecbievable” minknized 
OI “imppmpdate” pmngs of the teet M 
now lmavellable for ContalrJnated soils. 
For example. in some Casey it may prove 
rbat eden thouah an aPDr0~ 

E The ConrabJaf-In Poky 

technology, s&d to&e sbIl mm-lx and 
anstitumcsofconccmwasuKQa 
p2ddar soil cannot k treated to meet 
the sdl rreatment standards I&Q e 
well-designed well-opemted applicadon 
of one of the technologies EPA 
cmxIderrd in estabUshing the soil 
stsmbds. In these cypw of -. under 
uisdng reguladons. the soil ueament 
star&d would be considered 
“unachtexible” and a ueatment 
m~Iancc could be approved. In other 
cases. under &sttng regulations. 
appllcauon of the soil treeacnent 
standards might be “inappropriate” in 
tbs. &I example. It would p-t 
uneccepteble risks to on-site workers. 

As noted earlier in today’s preamble. 
akanadve LDR meaonent standards 
asmbllshed tbmugh ueaomerJ variances 
must. acmrding to 40 CFR 268.44(m). . . amnbdze hi-ears to humrn beelth and 
the emdronment posed by fend disposal 
of the waste.” In cases where an 
altenatlve treacnent standard does not 
Inet this requfrement. a aeament 
..-zbce will not be approved even 
though appucduon of a techmlogy more 
aggressive than the technologies on 
WbIch the soil matmcnt stsdads M 
based might then be necessary. For 
&rample. in cases whqe the soil 
tmetmmt standards -t be achieved 
through applicrctos of a well-designed, 
well-opaated application of one of the 
model soil tream~ac technologicr: end 
applicaUon of the model technology or 
other non-combtion technologies will 
not result In constitumt concmmtiorw 
that mirdml+ threats. a vat-lance would 
not be approved end.,combusdon would 
kNcezsary..IspropergIventhat 
the all mabnmt Swndalds were not 
developed using the methodology 
tj+dly used in the land disposal 
remiaion program (Le.. applicxion of 
the meet aggrwsive ceaunent 
technology to the most dmcult to mat 
wane). but. Instead an designed to 
azommdate a vaiety of soil tRamlent 

The coneiruxl-fn prbldple ir the 
basis for EPA’s lcqstanding 
ItxerptatIon i-epding appliEauon of 
RCRA Subdde C requlremenrs to 
mixnw of -ted media and 
hazardous wastes Under the 
“contained-In” policy. EF’A requires 
thet soil (and othp environmental 
media). althoughnot wastss themselves. 
be managed at lfdley were hazardous-- 
waste If dley conraIn h6zardoLL5 waste or 
UcNMt a -tic of hazardous 
wast& See, foreample. 53 .FR 31138. 
31148 (August 17.1988) and 57 FR 
21450.21453&fq’20.1992) 
(inadvertently cuing 40 CFR 261 (c) (2) 
instead of 40 CE? 261.3(d)(Z)): see also 
Chemical Waste Management v. EPA. 
869 E2d 1525.1539-40 (DC. CL: 1989) 
(upholding the contained-in principle as 
a reaonabie ~r’etadon of E?A 
regularions). lo prmice. EPA has 
applied the contained-in prlndple to 
refer to a p- where a site-specific 
decerminadon 5 aade that 
concem-a~o~ of hazardous 
cons.tINenrs In any given vdulne of 
envitumental m&a are low enough to 
deemine that the media does not 
“COrlti harardouz waste. Typidly. 
these so called kfJmaIned-in” 
determinatiom do not mean that no 
llszmhn consinrm& are preseru in 
envimnmentsl m&la but simply that 
uu? csancm- of h.azardous 
cmsti&enu pewm do not warrant 
rgtq.yF:F afthe media as hazardous 

canaminated soil. the 
result of-c- ln determinations” 
is rhat 4011 no kutger “contains” a 
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A ;ypognptkal -was :au-.d in 
r.h# czss referrnce in tha note !n 
926Ll(J(lO). The Fsst Phase N find 
de (.?&dde.” 62 72 2.59981 said 
T-q m covered under tie exclusion 
&am rhc deEnidoti of solid wast,e for 
shdded Crdt boards being recyc!td 
(261.4(a)(13)).” ihe correct crosS 
nfemce!s co “(261.4(a)(14;.” This 
tnqr&ical sor In comaed In this 
an.dIrululc 

These pxagraphs have refemd to 
3 268.8 for some tlmr 9e.Z~ 268.8 was 
where by so called “SC& hammer- 
prcdsbm were once :olmd in tie 
raguladoeu. These *pmvisiom expire&in 
1990. md the pravbions have barn 
reamwed km the i-eguIarlora: bus 
there is no need to cnndnue IO irrdudze 
referencl m 5268.8. 
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media would again become subject to 
Subtitle C regulation. Understanding the 
role of the Bright Line and the 
contalned-in principle is essential to 
understanding how today’s proposal 
would work. Both the contained-in 
principle and the Bright Line are 

Tlained below. 
a. The contained-in principle in 

today’s proposed rule background. The 
contained-in principle is the basis for 
EPA’s longstanding policy regarding the 
application of RCRA Subtitle C 
requirements to mixtures of 
environmental media (e.g.. soils, ground 
water. sediments) and hazardous 
wastes. This concept has been discussed 
previously in several Agency directives 
and in several RCRA rulemakings. (See, 
e.g.. 58 FR 48092, 48127 (September 14. 
1993)). In today’s proposed rule the 
Agency Is expanding this concept as the 
basis for allowing EPA or an authorized 
State to exempt certain contaminated 
media from the stringent, prevention- 
oriented RCRA regulations for 
hazardous waste management that 
previously would have applied. 

The contained-in concept was 
originally developed to define the 
regulatory status of environmental 
media that are contaminated with 
hazardous wastes. The mixture rule at 
40 CFR 261,3(a)(2)@/) states that “a 
mixture of solid waste and one or more 
[listed] hazardous wastes” constitutes a 
listed waste itself (emphasis added). 
Sim!iarly, the derived-from rule at 40 
CFR 261,3(c)(2)(i) provides that “a solid 
waste generated from the treatment. 
storage, or disposal of a hazardous 
waste” is a hazardous waste (emphasis 
added). 

Since media are not solid wastes. 
these rules do not apply to mixtures of 
media and hazardous wastes. However, 
two other regulations subject 
contaminated media to Subtitle C 
requirements. Under 40 CFR 261.3(c)(l) 
a “hazardous waste will remain a 
hazardous waste” unless and until 
certain specified events occur. Under 40 
CFR 261.3(d)(2) a “waste which 
contains” a listed waste remains a 
hazardous waste until it Is delisted. 
Together these regulations provide for 
continued regulation of hazardous 
wastes even after they are released to 
the environment and mingled with 
media. 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Dlstrlct of Columbia Circuit upheld this 
interpretation of 55 261.3(c)(l) and 
(d)(2) in Chemical Waste Management 
Inc. v. EPA, 869 F.2d 1526. 1538-40 
(D.C. Cir. 1989). and EPA has explained 
the oolicv and its reeuiatorv basis in 
nur;erou> preamblesand l&s. (See 53 
FR31138,31142,31!48 (Aug. 17. 1988): 

57 FR21450,21453 (May 20.1992) 
(inadvertently citing 40 CFR 261 (c)(Z) in 
lieu of 9261.3(d)(2)): memorandum 
from Marcia E. Williams, Director, EPA 
Offlce of Solid Waste, to Patrick Tobin, 
EPA Region IV (Nov. 15. 1986): letter 
from Jonathan Z. Cannon, EPA Acting 
Assistant Administrator. Office of Solid 
Waste and Emergency Response. to 
Thomas Jorling. Commissioner, New 
York Department of Environmental 
Conservation Uune 19, 1989): and letter 
from Sylvia K. Lowrance. Director, EPA 
Office of Solid Waste, to John Ely, 
Enforcement Director, Virginia 
Department of Waste Management (Mar. 
26, 1991). Under the contained-in 
policy, media contaminated with listed 
hazardous wastes are not wastes 
themselves, but they contaln hazardous 
wastes and must therefore be managed 
as hazardous wastes until they no Iongel 
contain the waste. This concept is based 
on the idea that at some point (e.g.. at 
some concentration of hazardous 
constituents) the media would no longer 
contain the hazardous waste. or be 
subject to RCRA Subtitle C regulations. 

Because the regulations that serve as 
the basis for the contained-in policy are 
part of the “base” RCRA program that 
was in effect prior to 1984, the Agency 
has taken the position that EPA or the 
State agency authorized to administer 
the “base” RCRA regulations may 
determine whether media contain listed 
wastes. Decisions that media no longer 
contain listed hazardous wastes (or 
“contained-in” decisions) have typically 
been made on a case-by-case basis, 
according to the risks posed by the 
contaminated media. The Agency has 
not Issued any definitive guidance or 
regulations for determining appropriate 
contained-in levels: however, EPA 
Regions and States have been advised 
that conservative. health-based levels 
derived from direct exposure pathways 
would clearly be acceptable as 
“contained-in” levels. (See 
memorandum from Sylvia K. Lowrance 
to Jeff Zelikson. Region IX, January 24, 
1989)). It has been the common practice 
of EPA and many States to specify 
conservative. risk-based levels 
calculated with standard conservative 
exposure assumptions (usually based on 
unrestricted access). or site-specific risk 
assessme”ts. 

With regard to mixtures of media and 
characteristic wastes, EPA has often 
stated that media are regulated under 
RCRA Subtitle C If they exhibit a 
hazardous waste characteristic. (See 57 
FR 21450,21453, (May 20, 1992)). But, 
since media generally are not wastes. 
they become regulated when they have 
been contaminated with solid or 
hazardous wastes and the resultant 

mixture exhibits a characteristic. EPA 
has also taken the position that 
contaminated media cease to be 
regulated as hazardous waste when 
sufficient quantities of hazardous 
constituents are removed so that the 
mixture ceases to exhibit a 
characteristics (57 FR 21450, 21453. 
May 20, 1992). 

The contained-in concept in today’s 
proposed rule. One of the primary 
objectives of today’s proposal is to 
remove lower risk contaminated media 
from Subtitle C jurisdiction so that more 
appropriate. site-specific management 
requirements can be specified by the 
overseeing Agency. For the purpose of 
this rulemaklng EPA has chosen to use 
the contained-in concept as the basis for 
allowing these materials to be exempted 
from Subtitle C requirements. In 
formulating the proposal, the Agency 
considered alternative concepts that 
might be provided under the RCRA 
statute that would produce the same or 
similar exemption. Those concepts are 
discussed in section (V!)(A)(2) of this 
preamble. 

Today’s proposal would allow two 
separate regulatory regimes to be 
applied to the management of 
contaminated media under EPA or 
State-approved cleanups. For media 
determined to contain hazardous 
wastes. modified LDR treatment 
standards would apply, as would other 
applicable Subtitle C requirements. For 
media determined not to contain 
hazardous wastes. Subtitle C 
requirements would generally not 
apply, and the State or EPA would have 
considerable discretion in applying 
appropriate management standards. 

The proposed rule would limit an 
overseeing agency’s discretion to make 
site-specific decisions that media no 
longer contain wastes by specifying 
“Bright Line” concentration levels. 
Media that are contaminated below 
Bright Line concentrations would be 
eligible for contained-in decisions by 
the overseeing Agency. However, Bright 
Line concentrations would not 
constitute an automatic exemption from 
Subtitle C: rather, they would represent 
the concentration below which the State 
or EPA might determine that media do 
not contain hazardous waste. 

As described below, EPA believes it 
would generally be acceptable to make 
a decision that media do not contain 
hazardous waste at the Bright Line 
concentrations specified in today’s 
proposal. However, the proposed rule is 
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designed to provide for site-specIfIc 
discretion in making such decisions. 
-h”s. it Is possible that some States 

might choose to specify-on a site- 
spectflc basis, more broadly as a matter 
of policy, or in regulations-contained. 
In levels that are lower (i.e., more 
stringent) than the Bright Line 
concentrations specified In today’s 
proposal. Moreover, States can be more 
stringent than the Federal program. and 
adopt lower Bright Lfne concentrations. 

In applying the contained-in concept, 
today’s proposed rule does not 
distinguish between media that are 
contaminated with listed hazardous 
wastes, and media that exhibit a 
hazardous waste characteristic. In both 
cases, it is the concentration levels of 
the individual hazardous constituents In 
the media that determine how the media 
will be regulated under Part 269. The 
origin of the constituents (i.e., listed 
wastes or characteristic hazardous 
wastes) is irrelevant in comparing 
measured levels in the media with 
Bright Line concentrations and/or 
contained-in concentrations. 

EPA sees no reason to apply the 
Bright Line concept differently to media 
contaminated with Ifsted hazardous 
wastes and media that exhibit a 
hazardous characteristic. In either case 
.he media could presumably be 
contaminated with the same types of 
hazardous constituents. at similar 
concentrations. that would present 
similar potential risks If mismanaged. 
Thus, applying these rules differently, 
depending on how the media came to be 
regulated as hazardous, would be 
unnecessary and artifIcia1. and would 
further complicate how these rules 
would be Implemented In the field. 

EPA recognizes that today’s rule 
could have the effect of excluding from 
Subtitle C regulation some media that 
until now have been considered 
hazardous-i&, media that exhibit a 
hazardous waste characteristic. with 
constituent concentrations below the 
Bright Line and EPA or the State makes 
a determination that the media no 
longer contain hazardous waste (often 
based on protective management 
controls). However, EPA believes that 
there is no compelling environmental 
rationale for not including such media 
in Part 269 regulation. The risk 
presented even by characteristic wastes 
is dependent on site-specific 
circumstances. Therefore, because 
today’s proposal would require the 
Director to impose any management 
:ontrols on contaminated media that are 
necessary to protect human health and 
the environment, whether the media is 
contaminated with listed or 
characteristic waste is unimportant. 

Under today’s proposed rule, 
contained-In decisions would be 
documented in the site’s approved 
Remediation Management Plan (RMP). 
If an approved RMP expires or Is 
terminated, the provisIons of today’s 
proposal would no longer apply. 
Therefore. all contaminated media that 
are addressed In the RMP (i.e.. media 
that are contaminated both above and 
below contained-In concentrations) 
would again prospectively be subject to 
the “base” Subtitle C regulations. For 
example, if a cleanup of contaminated 
soil was half completed when a RMP 
was terminated or expfred, the half that 
was completed In compliance with the 
RMP while It was In effect, would 
continue to be considered to be In 
compliance. For example, if 
contaminated soil was determined not 
to contain hazardous waste, and was 
disposed of In a Subtitle D landfill 
according to the requirements of the 
RMP. that Subtitle D landfill would not 
be considered retroactively to have 
accepted hazardous wastes. The half of 
the cleanup that was not completed 
when the RMP was terminated or 
expired, however, would have to be 
completed prospectively In compliance 
with the non-Part 269 Subtitle C 
re ulations. 

t ffect of contained-in decisions under 
today’s rule. Once the overseeing 
Agency has made a decision that media 
with constituents at certain 
concentrations no longer contain 
hazardous wastes (i.e.. “a contained-in 
decision”). the media would no longer 
be regulated as hazardous wastes under 
Federal RCRA regulations (5 261.40 
and 5 269.4(a)).9 The Agency requests 
comments, however, on whether the 
Agency should exempt the media 
instead, only if It were managed In 
compliance with the provisions of the 
RMP. The Agency did not propose this 
approach primarily because It could be 
unduly harsh, since any violation, no 
matter how minor. would result in a 
reversion to Subtitle C. However, this 
approach could be Incorporated into 
RMPs on a case-by-case basis, where the 
Director could specify in the RMP the 
provIsion who’s violation would 
result in a reversion to Subtitle C 
regulation. (See discussion below). 

A contained-in decision for wastes at 
a cleanup site would not. however, 
eliminate the Administrator’s authority 
to require the owner/operator (or other 

responsible parties at sites not regulated 
by RCRA) to conduct remedial actions 
for media that do not contain hazardous 
wastes. Specifically, Federal cleanup 
authorities under RCRA section 3004(u) 
at TSDFs. section 7003. and CERCLA 
authorities, authorize the Agency to 
require cleanup of a broad spectrum of 
hazardous constituents and/or 
hazardous substances. however, the 
presence of hazardous waste(s) In media 
Is not a requirement for exercising those 
authorities. Many State cleanup 
authorities have similar provIsions. 

Decision factors for contained-in 
decisions. Because the Agency does not 
want to constrain she-specific decision- 
making, today’s proposed rule would 
not mandate specific factors for making 
contained-in decisions, but would allow 
the Director to base these decisions on 
appropriate site-specific factors. 
However, EPA requests comments on 
whether decision factors should be 
codified for making contained-In 
decisions. EPA believes that the Bright 
Line concentrations will generally be 
acceptable for contalned-in decisions: 
however, decision factors could help 
authorities determine. on a site-specific 
basis, what types of management 
controls (see discussion below), If any. 
would make the Bright Line 
concentrations appropriate 
concentrations at which to make 
contained-in decisions. Decision factors 
could also aid In determining other 
appropriate levels at which to make 
contained-in decisions. 

Given the multipiicity of different 
types of sites, EPA requests comments 
on what decision factors. if the Agency 
decided to Include them in the final 
rule, would ensure consistent decision- 
making. and yet keep the process 
effkient and flexible. Although EPA 
does not believe It would be appropriate 
to do a risk assessment at every site. 
particularly If the cleanup Is of a 
relatively simple nature, the Agency 
does believe that the following factors 
(adapted from the LDR proposal for 
hazardous sails) contain the types of 
Information that may be appropriate 
(depending on the specific 
circumstances at a given site) to 
consider In making contained-in 
de&ions: 
-Media properties: 
-Waste constituent properties 

(Including solubility. mobility, 
toxicity. and interactive effects of 
constituents present that may affect 
these properties): 

-Exposure potential (including 
potential for direct human contact. 
and potential for exposure of sensitive . . ~...~~ 
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effect of any management controls 
which could lessen this potential): 

-Surface and subsurface properties 
(including depth to groundwater. and 
properties of subsurface formations): 

-Climatic conditions; 
-Whether the media pose an 

unacceptable risk to human health 
and the environment: and 

-Other she or wastespecIfIc properties 
or conditions that may affect whether 
residual constituent concentrations 
will pose a threat to human health 
and the environment. 
Most of these factors were proposed 

in the LDR proposal for hazardous soil 
(58 FR 48092, September 14.1993) as 
decision factors that might be 
considered by the Dhector in making 
contained-In decisions. If the proposal 
for hazardous soil had been fhialized. It 
would have codified the contained-In 
principle for hazardous soil. Today’s 
suggested factors differ from those In the 
hazardous soil proposal in one 
significant respect. The Agency has 
determined that it may be appropriate, 
when assessing “exposure potential,” to 
consider site-specific management 
controls imposed by the Director that 
limit potential exposures of human or 
environmental receptors to media. The 
Agency made this change because EPA 
believes that States overseeing cleanups 
might determine that media that would 
have traditionally been considered to 
contain hazardous waste (e.g.. media 
that contained listed wastes and posed 
an unacceptable risk under traditlonal 
exposure scenarios) no longer presented 
a hazard (and thus dtd not contain 
“hazardous” waste). based on site- 
specific management controls imposed 
by the Director. 

This position is based upon EPA’s 
understanding that RCRA provides EPA 
and the States the discretion to 
determine that a waste need not be 
defined as “hazardous” where 
restrictions are placed on management 
such that no improper management 
could occur that might threaten human 
health or the environment. (See 
definition of hazardous waste at RCRA 
section 1004(5)(B)). The HWlR-waste 
proposal included a full discussion of 
the legal basis for this position. For the 
sake of clarity, it is repeated below (60 
FR 66344-469, Dec. 21, 1995). 

EPA’s original approach to 
determining whether a waste should be 
listed as hazardous focused on the 
inherent chemical composition of the 
waste. and assumed that 
mismanagement would occur. causing 
people or organisms to coma into 
contact with the waste’s constituents. 
(See 45 FR33084,33113. (May 19, 

1980)). Based on more than a decade of 
experience with waste management, 
EPA believes that it is inappropriate to 
assume that worst-case mismanagement 
will occur. Moreover, EPA does not 
believe that worst-case assumptions are 
compelled by statute. 

In recent hazardous waste listing 
decisions, EPA Identified some likely 
“mismanagement” scenarios that are 
reasonable for almost all wastewaters or 
non-wastewaters. and looked hard at 
available data to determine if any of 
these are unlikely for the specific wastes 
being considered, or if other scenarios 
are likely, given available information 
about current waste management 
practices. (See the Carbamates Listing 
Determination (60 FR 7824, February 9. 
1995) and the Dyes and Pigments 
Proposed Listing Determination (59 FR 
66072, December 22, 1994)). Further 
extending this logic, EPA belleves that 
when a mismanagement scenario is not 
likely. or has been adequately addressed 
by other programs. the Agency need not 
consider the risk from that scenario in 
deciding whether to classify the waste 
as hazardous. 

EPA believes that the definition of 
“hazardous waste” in RCRA section 
1004(5) permits this approach to 
hazardous waste classification. Section 
1004(5)(B) defines as “hazardous” any 
waste that may present a substantial 
present or potential hazard to human 
health or the environment “when 
improperly * * * managed.” EPA reads 
this provIsion to allow it to determine 
the circumstances under which a waste 
may present a hazard and to regulate the 
waste only when those conditions 
occur. Support for this reading can be 
found by contrasting section 1004(5)(B) 
with section 1004(5)(A), which defines 
certain inherently dangerous wastes as 
“hazardous” no matter how they are 
managed. The legislative history of 
Subtitle C of RCRA also appears to 
support this Interpretation. stating that 
“the basic thrust of this hazardous waste 
title is to Identify what wastes are 
hazardous in what quantities. qualities, 
and concentrations, and the methods of 
disposal which may make such wastes 
hazardous.” H. Rep. No. 94-1491.94th 
Gong.. 2d Sess.6 (1976). reprinted in. “A 
Legislative History of the Solid Waste 
Disposal Act, as Amended.” 
Congressional Research Service, Vol.1. 
567 (1991) (emphasis added). 

EPA also believes that section 3001 
gives it flexibility in order to consider 
the need to regulate as hazardous those 
wastes that are not managed in an 
unsafe manner (section 3001 requires 
that EPA decide, in determining 
whether to list or otherwise Identify a 
waste as hazardous waste, whether a 

waste “should” be subJect to the 
requirements of Subtitle C). EPA’s 
existing regulatory standards for listing 
hazardous wastes reflect that flexibility 
by allowing spedflc consideration of a 
waste’s potential for mismanagement. 
(See s261.1 l(a)(3) (incorporating the 
language of RCRA section 1004(5)(B)) 
and § 261.1 l(c)(3)(vii) (requiring EPA to 
consider plausible types of 
mismanagement)). Where 
mismanagement of a waste is 
implausible. the Bsting regulations do 
not require EPA to classify a waste as 
hazardous. based on that 
mismanagement scenario. 

Two decisions by the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia 
Circuit provide potential support for the 
approach to defining hazardous waste. 
in Edison Electric Instltutev. EPA, 2 
F.3d 438. (DC. Cir. 1993) the Court 
remanded EPA’s RCRA Toxicity 
Characteristic (“TC”) as applied to 
certain mineral processing wastes 
because the TC was based on modeling 
of disposal in a municipal solid waste 
landfill, yet EPA provided no evidence 
that such wastes were ever placed in 
municipal landfills or similar units. 
This suggests that the Court might 
approve a decision to exempt a waste 
from Subtitle C regulation if EPA were 
to find that mismanagement was 
unlikely to occur. In the same decision 
the Court upheld a temporary 
exemption from Subtitle C for 
petroleum-contaminated media because 
such materials are also subject to 
Underground Storage Tanks regulations 
under RCRA Subtitle 1. The court 
considered the fact that the Subtitle I 
standards could prevent threats to 
human health and the environment to 
be an important factor supporting the 
exemption. Id. At 466. In NRDCv. EPA. 
25 F.3d 1063 (DC. Cir. 1994) the Court 
upheld EPA’s finding that alternatlve 
management standards for used oil 
promulgated under section 3014 of 
RCRA reduced the risks of 
mismanagement and eliminated the 
need to list used oil destined for 
recycling. (The Court, however, did not 
consider arguments that taking 
management standards into account 
violated the statute because petitioners 
failed to raise that issue during the 
comment period.) 

The Agency believes, therefore, that 
EPA and the States may consider site- 
specific management controls when 
making contained-in decisions pursuant 
to proposed Part 269. EPA believes that 
this approach is especially appropriate 
in the Part 269 context. because of the 
significant level of oversight generally 
given to cleanup actions. Management 
controls that are tailored to site-specific 
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circumstances and imposed in 
enforceable documents, and State or 
EPA oversight of cleanup activities, 
would ensure that the site-specific 
management controls that the Director 
relied upon in making each contained- 
in decidon would continue to be 
implemented. In addition (although 
EPA is not proposing to require it as a 
federal matter), States may want to 
consider making such contained-in 
decisions conditional: Le.. media would 
only be considered nonhazardous so 
long as they were managed in the 
manner considered by the Director in 
making the contained-in decision, 
Deviations (any, or specific ones) would 
result in a reversion to Subtitle C 
re ulation. 

t PA specifically requests comments 
on the following: (1) Should the Agency 
specify a list of criteria to consider; (2) 
should the Agency prepare decision 
factors as guidance: (3) should the 
Agency promulgate de&Ion factors as 
part of the final rule: (4) are the above 
decision factors appropriate for making 
these decisions: (5) if so, should the 
criteria listed above be more or less 
specific regarding the conditions that 
would allow or preclude contained-in 
decisions: (6) are there other factors the 
Director should consider when making 
contained-in decisions, in addition to 
those listed above; and (7) should there 
be fewer factors to consider? 

b. Issues associated wfth hazardous 
debris. When EPA promulgated land 
disposal treatment standards for 
hazardous debris, it also codified the 
contained-In principle for debris 
contaminated with listed hazardous 
waste. (See 57 FR 37194, 37221, (August 
18. 1992)). At the time EPA codified the 
contained-in principle for hazardous 
debris, it was the Agency’s practice to 
make contained-In decisions at “health- 
based.“10 levels, thus a de&Ion that 
debrfs no longer contain hazardous 
waste would clearly also constitute a 
“minimize threat” determination for 
purposes of RCRA section 3004(m). 
Therefore, contained-in decisions under 
40 CFR 260.3(t)(3) also eliminate the 
duty to comply with the land disposal 
restriction requirements of 40 CFR Part 
268. EPA requests comments on 
whether the contained-In principle 
codified for hazardous debris is 
adequate or whether the contained-In 
policy should be applied to debris in the 
same way today’s proposed rule applies 
it to hazardous contaminated media. For 
example, should contained-in decisions 
for debris incorporate the Bright Line 
concept? If a Bright Line Is established 

for debris, should It be the same as the 
Bright Line in today’s proposed rule for 
hazardous contaminated media or 
would some other Bright Line values or 
methodology be more appropriate for 
debris? Are there Issues associated with 
requiring that debris be tested to 
determine if it has constituent 
concentrations greater than Bright Line 
concentrations? Is testing routinely too 
complicated for debris matrices? Should 
contained-in decisions for debris be 
based on determinations made for 
media co-located with the debris (i.e.. if 
debris were located in the same area as 
media that was determined not to 
contain hazardous wastes, should the 
debris be presumed not to contain 
hazardous wastes)? Similarly, if debris 
is located in the same area as media that 
have constituent concentrations less 
than Bright Line concentrations, should 
the deb& be presumed to also be below 
the Bright Line? 

AlternativeIy. should the Director be 
able to make contained-in decisions. as 
they are described In today’s proposed 
rule, without application of the Bright 
Line to debris (as we are proposing for 
sediment? (See preamble (V)(A)(4)(c)). If 
allowed, should these contained-in 
decisions replace the existing 
contained-in decisions available for I 
debris or should the existing contained- 
in decisions be maintained with “on- 
Bright Line contained-in decisions (as 
discussed in today’s proposed rules 
addressing sediments-see preamble 
(V)(A)(4)(c)) avaIlable for debris 
managed under a RMP? Are other 
combinations of the existing debris 
contained-in decision provIsions and 
the contained-in decision provision for 
media in today’s proposed rule 
appropriate? 

While today’s proposed rule does not 
include changes to the existing 
contained-in principle as applied to 
debris contaminated with listed 
hazardous waste, EPA could include 
revisions to the standard in response to 
public comment. Jssues associated with 
hazardous debris and the possibility of 
including debris in the fIna Part 269 
rules are also discussed In sections 
M(C)(lO) and O(A)(2) of today’s 
preamble. 

c. The Bright Line, One of the key 
features of the “Harmonized Approach” 
developed through the FACA process 
was the concept of a “Bright Line.” The 
Bright Line would divide contaminated 
media Into two different categories, 
which would be sub]ect to two different 
regulatory regimes. AJthough 
straightforward In concept, the Agency 
has found it challenging to establish a 
set of numbers to serve thfs purpose. 

As conceived by the FACA 
CommIttee. and presented in Appendix 
A to today’s proposal. the Bright Line is 
a set of constituent-specific. risk-based 
concentration levels. In agreeing on a 
Bright Line approach, the FACA 
Committee anticipated that a substantial 
proportion of contaminated media 
would fall below the Bright Line, and 
thus be elIgIble. at the Director’s 
discretion, for flexible, sitespecifIc 
requirements (non-Subtitle C) set by the 
overseeing Agency. At the same time, 
the FACA Committee agreed that the 
Bright Line should enwre that very 
highly contaminated media 
(traditionally considered “hot spots”) be 
subject to uniform national protecdve 
standards (e.g.. treatment). EPA believes 
that the Bright Line values presented in 
today’s proposal are a reasonable 
attempt to balance both of these 
im ortant ob ectives. 

A) 1’ s origina ly conceived. the Bright 
Line was Intended to represent In some 
manner the relative risk posed by 
contaminated media. Simply put, media 
contaminated above Bright Line 
concentrations should pose higher risks 
than media below the Bright Line under 
a given exposure scenario. Since the 
Bright Line Is only an indicator of 
relative risk, the levels should not be 
interpreted as representing what is 
protective or “clean.” The actual risk of 
any particular contaminated medium 
depends on the circumstances by which 
human or environmental receptors may 
be exposed to the medium. EPA wishes 
to emphasize that Bright Line 
concentrations are not cleanup levels. 
The Bright Line simply Is a means of 
Identifying which regulatory regime 
may be appropriate for the 
contaminated media at a cleanup site. 

The Agency believes that the 
management of contaminated media 
would be conducted In a protective 
manner under either of the regulatory 
schemes that would be established by 
the rule. The underlying assumption is 
that managing contaminated media 
under the HWIR-media rule would 
eliminate significant exposures to 
humans or ecological receptors. This is 
because the overseeing agency’s 
presence ensures that media will be 
managed in a way that directly 
addresses the risk posed by site-specific 
circumstances. Thus, protection of 
human health and the environment can 
be ensured by applying either the 
national standards for media that 
contain hazardous waste, or the site- 
specifk standards specified by the 
overseeing agency for media. which the 
overseeing agency has determined do 
not contain hazardous waste. based on 
the proposed management standards 
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Identified in the RMP. Thus. in 
establishing Bright Line concentrations. 
EPA finds it reasonable to consider the 
potential effect of different sets of Brtght 
Line concentrations in terms of the 
proportional volumes of media that 
would fall above and below the Bright 
Line. EPA believes that unless a 
substantial amount of contaminated 
media are eligible for site-specific 
decision-making. the disincentives for 
clean-up will not be eliminated 
(therefore resulting in greater overall 
risk to human health and the 
environment). 

Thus. EPA’s goal was to develop 
Bright Line concentrations that would 
remove a significant amount of 
contaminated media from Subtitle C 
Jurisdiction, while ensuring that “hot 
spots” would remain subject to 
mandatory national standards. In 
deciding how to determine such levels, 
the Agency considered several 
approaches that included selectlog 
concentrations based solely on volume. 
This approach, however, was rejected 
because there was no way to account for 
the relative degree of risk posed by 
different constituents. In other words, 
because some constituents are more 
hazardous than others at the same 
concentration. a Bright Line based 
purely on volume would not account for 
this difference. 

EPA, therefore, wanted to set Bright 
Line concentrations for different 
constituents at different levels In order 
to account for this variance in relative 
risk. In order to do this, EPA needed to 
condder a potential exposure scenario 
that would account for the difference in 
relative risk of these different 
constituents. Because risk occurs only 
when there is a chance of exposure. at 
least one set of exposure assumptions 
would be necessary to establish the 
Bri 

.f 
ht Line. 

lnce one of the goals of the Bright 
Line was to identifi the most highly 
contaminated media, the FACA 
Committee recommended using 1O-3 as 
a benchmark for setting the Bright Line. 
Therefore, the Brfght Line values in 
Appendix A were based on a 10-3 risk 
level for carcinogenic cOnstituentS 
(using the assumptions described 
above), and a health index of 10 for non- 
carcinogens. (that is. 10 x the 
concentration at which adverse health 
effects occur) according to certain 
exposure assumptions. This approach is 
consistent with the Superfund Principle 
Threats concept which uses 10-l as a 
factor to identify the principle threats at 

for all media which would be subJect to 
today’s Part 269 proposal. Today’s rule 
proposes to define soil, ground water, 
surface water, and sediments as media. 
However, the potential exposure 
assumptions that could be used to 
determine Bright Line concentrations 
vary for different types of media. 
Therefore, EPA established two sets of 
Bright Line values. one for soils, and 
one for ground water and surface water. 

Today’s proposed rule does not 
Includ~BrighiLIne numbers for 
contaminated sediments. The amouot of 
sediment that is classified as RCRA 
hazardous is very low. Thus. EPA 
proposes that site-specific contained-In 
decisions be made for hazardous 
contaminated sediments. The Agency 
requests comments on whether to 
develop a Bright Line specifically for 
contaminated sediments. The Agency 
also requests comments on whether It 
would be appropriate to use the Bright 
Line for soil for sediments. 

Bright Line concentrations for soils. In 
setting the Bright Line for soils. EPA 
chose to use exposure scenarios and 
assumptions that were developed for the 
Superfund Soil Screening Levels (SSLs). 
because that effort used standard risk 
scenarfos that have been widely used 
and accepted by the Agency (and by 
many States). The SSLs were developed 
for a purpose different from the Bright 
Line; 11 however, the exposure scenarios 
used in that effort are good Indicators of 
relative risk for developing Bright Line 
values. 

Bright Line theory was 
relatively easy compared with 
determining Bright Line concentrations (103, 6”3-L(?LxJ, 

The SSLs are based on three human 
exposure scenarios: direct contact 
ingestion, inhalation. and drinking 
contaminated ground water. Each 
scenario is based on a specific set of 
assumptions for such things as body 
weight, frequency of exposure. daily 
Intake rates. and other factors. The 
inhalation pathway also uses certain 
models to calculate wind dispersion and 
the uptake of airborne contaminants by 
human receptors. 

Today’s proposed Bright Line 
numbers for soils are based on only two 
of those human exposure scenarios- 
direct contact ingestion and inhalation. 
The Bright Line value for each 
constituent is based on whichever 
pathway yields the more conservative 
(i.e.. lower) concentration. EPA 
recognizes that protection of ground 
water is one of RCRA’s maJar goals and 

that many of the Subtltle C design and 
operating standards were developed to 
protect ground water resources. 
Therefore, EPA considered the 
possibility of using the ground water 
exposure pathway In setting Bright Line 
concentrations for soils. However. the 
migration of contaminants from soils to 
ground water is fundamentally site- 
specific, and Influenced by a number of 
site-specific factors such as depth to 
ground water: soil QOrOSity: carbon 
content and other soil characteristics: 
amount of rainfall: solubility of the 
contaminants: and numerous other site- 
and constituent-specific conditions. The 
Agency has found less variability in fate 
and transport potential for inhalation 
and ingestion exposures in residential 
settings. 

EPA is reluctant to “se a 8reatly 
simplified ground water model that 
would not take any site-specific or 
constituent-specific factors into account. 
In order to address concerns posed to 
ground water on a more appropriate 
site-specific basis, EPA prefers to allow 
for consideration of ground water risks 
in making site-specific decisions 
regarding either the contained-in 
decision and/or the site-specific 
management requirements. Given the 
overseeing Agency’s discretion to 
determine these standards on a site- 
specific basis, and given that EPA 
believes that site-specific decisions are 
most appropriate for ground water risk 
decisions. the Agency has proposed that 
the ground water exposure pathway 
should not be considered in setting the 
national Bright Line values for soils. 
Finally, EPA proposes two 
considerations to overlay the soil Bright 
Line numbers. EPA proposes to cap the 
Bright Line values at 10.000 ppm, 
equivalent to 1% of the volume of the 
contaminated media. EPA believes that 
it is reasonable to classify media as 
highly contaminated if 1% of the 
volume of media is contaminated with 
a particular constituent. Therefore 
capping the Bright Line at 10,000 ppm 
is consistent with the Intention that the 
Bright Line distinguish between highly 
contaminated and less contaminated 
media. The second cap on the soil 
Bright Line values is the saturation limit 
(&at). EPA belleves it is sound science 
to compare the concentrations 
developed through the Inhalation and 
ingestion risk scenarios to the actual 
concentration that could physically 
saturate the soil. If the Csat was lower 
than the concentrations from the 
inhalation or IngestIon scenarios. EPA 
set the Bright Line concentration at the 
Csat. For further details on specific 
assumptions and methodologies used to 
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determine the Bright Line values for 
soils, see Appendix A-l. 

The Agency also considered several 
alternatives for establishing exposure 
assumptions for soil Bright Line 
numbers. These alternatives are 
discussed below. Estimates of the 
impacts of each alternative (in terms of 
volumes of media exempted) are all 
based on a 10-X risk for carcinogens, 
and a health index of 10 for non- 
carcinogens (that is 10x the 
concentration at which adverse health 
effects occur). 

Alternative #l-Bright Line for soils 
based on inhalation. i;lgestion. and 
migration to ground water. In addition 
to inhalation and ingestion pathways, 
this alternative would use a generic 
model to derive soil levels that, given 
certain fate and transport assumptions, 
would result in transfer of contaminants 
in the soils to ground water at or below 
drinking water standards (Le.. 
maximum concentration levels, or 
MCL’s). EPA did not choose this 
alternative primarily because of the site- 
specific variability of calculating ground 
water exposure scenarios (as discussed 
above). In addition, this approach 
would result in Bright Line numbers 
that were considerably lower than those 
in the proposed option. The Agency 
stimated that under this alternative. 
approximately 50 percent of 
contaminated media would fall below 
the Bright Line. compared to 70 to 75 
percent under the 

Alternative #2- i 
roposed option. 
right Line for soils 

based on inhalation and ingestion 
pathways. with concentrations 
calculated on a site-specific basis for the 
soil-to-ground water pathway. This 
option would yield Bright Line numbers 
that would approximate more closely 
ground water risks for each site. 
However, it would have the 
disadvantage of requiring considerable 
data gathering and analysis simply to 
calculate Bright Line concentrations. 
and these concentrations would 
obviously differ from site to site. This 
contradicts the idea of the Bright Line 
as “bright”-i.e., an easily referenced 
set of numbers that can be applied in a 
standard fashion. However, since Bright 
Line numbers would vary widely across 
the range of cleanup sites, volume 
estimates for this alternative are not 
possible to calculate. 

Alternative #3-Bright Line numbers 
for soils based on a multipathway 
analysis. Under this alternative, 
numerous exposure pathways would be 
:onsidered for each constituent, and 
Bright Line concentrations would be set 
for the most conservative pathway (i.e.. 
the pathway that resulted in the lowest 
concentration level). In some respects 

this approach would be consistent with 
the multipathway approach being used 
in the HWIR proposed rule for as- 
generated wastes (60 FR 66344-469, 
Dec. 21. 1995). However, the Bright Line 
is intended for a very different purpose 
than the “exit levels” being developed 
for that proposed rule. For instance, the 
exit levels in the HWIR-Waste rule 
(discussed In section (II)(B) of this 
preamble) generally assume that exited 
wastes will not be subject to any 
management requirements. whereas this 
proposal assumes that these wastes will 
be managed protectively under State/ 
EPA oversight. In addition. the resulting 
Bright Line values would be much 
lower than those proposed today, thus 
much less media would ,be regulated 
“below the line.” 

Bright Line concentrations for ground 
water and surface water. Today’s 
proposed rule also establishes Bright 
Line values specifically for 
contaminated ground water. (See 
Appendix A-Z and discussion below). 
As with contaminated soils. highly- 
concentrated, contaminated ground 
water would be subject to specific 
national management standards. while 
less-contaminated ground water could 
be managed according to site-specific 
requirements imposed by the State or 
EPA. 

To set Bright Line concentrations for 
ground water and surface water 
(Appendix A-Z), EPA used standard 
exposure assumptions for human 
ingestion of contaminated water. EPA 
believes that it Is appropriate to use the 
same Bright Line values for surface 
water and ground water. And for the 
same reasons discussed above for soils, 
the Agency believes a multi-pathway 
approach, or “actual risk” approach is 
not necessary for setting Bright Line 
concentrations for ground water and 
surface water. 

EPA has used the same philosophical 
approach for the ground water/surface 
water Bright Line as it has used for soils, 
by analyzing relative risk and relying on 
the oversight of authorized States or 
EPA to ensure that hazards are 
addressed on a site-specific basis. In 
addition, EPA used a 10,000 ppm cap 
for the ground water/surface water 
Bright Line, Just as for the soil Bright 
Line. This is explained in the soil Bright 
Line section of the preamble. Finally, if 
the concentrations from the ingestion of 
contaminated water were below the 
detection limits for that constituent in 
water (the EQC), EPA set the Bright Line 
at the EQC. More details on the specific 
assumptions and methodologies used to 
determine these concentrations are 
included in Appendix A-2. 

Issues common to both sets of Bright 
Line numbers. In developing today’s 
proposed Bright Line concentrations, 
some stakeholders said that EPA would 
need to calculate a number of additional 
direct and indirect pathways to evaluate 
the relative risks of contaminated media 
completely. The stakeholders also said 
that the Agency would need to predict 
risks to ecological receptors (i.e., plants 
and animals) as well as human health 
risks. EPA, however, does not believe 
that evaluation of additional pathways 
is necessary. The pathways selected 
already provide a sufficient basis for 
distinguishing relatively lower-risk 
contaminated media from relatively 
higher-risk media. The evaluation of 
other pathways and receptors would be 
important and, in some cases. necessary 
if the Bright Line represented “safe” 
levels of contamination. As explained 
above, however, the Bright Line serves 
no such purpose. It merely identifies 
which of hvo regulatory schemes would 
apply to certain contaminated media. If 
site-specific factors demonstrate that a 
decision that media no longer contain 
hazardous wastes. would be 
inappropriate, then the overseeing 
agency has the discretion not to make 
such a determination. 

Some stakeholders have voiced 
concerns about the land use 
assumptions that were used to set the 
Bright Line. The SSLs used residential 
land use assumptions: therefore. 
residential land use assumptions form 
the basis for the proposed Bright Line 
for soils. EPA recognizes that the 
residential land use assumptions that 
underlie the ingestion and Inhalation 
exposure pathways used for today’s 
Bright Line values for soil may be 
inappropriate for managing risks at 
many sites that would be subject to 
these HWIR-media regulations. 
However, since the purpose of using 
risk assessment to develop the Bright 
Line is to differentlate between the 
relative risks of constituents, and not to 
establish the risks posed at specific 
sites, either residential or industrial 
assumptions would have been equally 
appropriate. Since the Agency’s 
residential risk assessment methodology 
is more developed than the industrial 
methodology, the Agency chose to use 
residential assumptions for developing 
the Bright Line. The Bright Line for 
ground water and surface water does not 
include assumptions about land use. 
(See discussion above). 

Request for comment. EPA solicits 
comments on the approaches used to 
develop today’s proposed Bright Lines. 
The Agency also requests comment on 
the alternatives described above, as well 
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as any other possible approaches to 
develo 

In a a 
ing the Bright Line. 

dition, EPA requests comments 
on whether It is necessary to have a 
Bright Line at all. If there were no Bright 
Line. all media would be eligible for 
contalned-in decisions by the 
overseeing agency on a site-specific 
basis. Alternatively, the “unitary 
approach,” discussed in section VI of 
this preamble, would eliminate the 
Bright Line. and instead would exempt 
all cleanup wastes managed under a 
RMP from Subtitle C requirements. 

Technical methodology. As discussed 
above, the technical methodologies used 
in calculating Bright Line 
concentrations for soil ingestion and 
inhalatfon are those that were used to 
develop “soil screening levels” for 
contaminated sites (59 FR 67706. 
December 30, 1994). In the proposed 
soil screening level guidance, values for 
the soil-to-ground water pathway would 
generally be calculated with data 
derived from site-specific factors and 
conditions, although generic values for 
this pathway would be presented in 
situations where site-specific data were 
unavailable. These technical methods 
and formulae are available for review in 
the docket for this rulemaking, and in 
the docket for the soil screening level 
pro osai since they support both rules. 

E!A requests comments on the 
methods, formulae, and technical 
underpinnings used for this r&making. 
Comments could Include information 
on particular constituents that could 
change proposed Bright Line 
concentrations. information that may be 
used to determine Bright Line numbers 
for constituents that currently do not 
have Bright Line numbers. Commenters 
should keep in mind that the Agency’s 
obJective is to provide regulatory reltef 
by encouraging contamtnated media 
with a lower degree of risk to exit from 
SubtItle C regulation-provided that 
adequate safeguards exist to protect 
human health and the environment. 

EPA has often found it necessary to 
propose sets of risk-based numbers to 
address contaminated media, for 
example; Subpart S action levels. (55 FR 
30798, July 27, 1990), Superfund Soil 
Screening Levels (see below), and 
today’s proposed rule. Since the 
Agency’s understanding of risk 
assessment and the science surrounding 
risk based numbers is constantly 
developing. EPA has realized that 
almost as soon as risk-based numbers 
are published, they can become 
outdated. As a very current example, 
today EPA is proposing Bright Line 
concentrations based, in part, on the 
Superfund Soil Screening Levels (EPA/ 
9355.4-14FS. EPA/540/R-94/101 PB95- 

I 

963529 (December 1994)). After today’s 
proposed Bright Line concentrations 
were calculated, but before this proposal 
was published, same of the technical 
inputs used to calculate the Superfund 
Sol1 Screening levels were adjusted in 
response to public comments (e.g.. 
volatilization factors, cancer slope 
factors, etc.). EPA did not have time to 
recalculate the Bright Line 
concentration before publishin them. 

In response to this problem, 8 PA 
requests cmmnent on alternatives to 
keep the Bright Line concentrations up- 
to-date with the most current Agency 
risk Information and policies (e.g.. 
adJustments to the Soil Screening 
levels,l2 changes in reference doses or 
cancer slope factors In the iRlS or 
HEAST databases). For purposes of 
comment on this proposal, EPA will 
update the Bright Line calculations and 
place them In the docket for this rule. 

or newly promulgated after the ROD Is 
signed must be attained only when EPA 
determines that these requirements are 
ARARs and that they must be met to 
ensure that the remedy is protective (40 
CFR300.430(f)(l)(iI)(l)). Another 
alternative could be a shield such as is 
provided for RCRA permits in 40 CFR 
270.4. which could specify that 
compliance with a RMP would equal 
compliance with RCRA. EPA requests 
comments on this protection issue, and 
how best to achieve it. 

EPA believes it might be appropriate, 
Instead of promulgating actual Bright 
Line concentrations in the final rule, to 
promulgate the methodology that could 
be used to develop constituent-specific 
concentrations. in Appendix A to this 
rule. and to provide guidance on 
appropriate sources for needed 
underlying r&k-based InformatIon. EPA 
believes it might then be appropriate for 
States to update their lists of Bright Line 
concentrations on a regular basis, such 
as every SIX months. to remain current 
with developments In risk information. 
As an alternative, EPA believes it may 
be appropriate for States and/or EPA to 
calculate new Bright Line 
concentrations for each new RMP at the 
time It is proposed for public comment. 
In any case. the Bright Line 
concentrations being used under a RMP 
must be stated in the RMP. and 
available during public comment on the 
P.MP. The Agency requests comment on 
these alternatives, and any other 
suggestions for keeping Bright Line 
concentrations up-to-date. 

The Agency also recognizes the 
problems of trying to comply with a 
“moving target.” A cleanup could be 
completed or underway using a certain 
set of Bright Line concentrations that 
could then change. EPA believes It 
might be appropriate to protect those 
past and on-going cleanup operations 
from the requirement to change course 
mid-way, or to revisit completed 
remediation waste management under a 
RMP which used outdated Bright Line 
concentrations. In the Superfund 
program. requirements that are revised 

Relationship of the HWIR-media 
Bright Line to the HWIR-waste exit 
levels. As described earlier in this 
preamble (in sectlon (Iv)(C)) the 
objectives for the HWIR-waste exit 
levels and the HWIR-media Bright Line 
are different. The HWIR-waste exit 
levels are intended to Identify levels of 
hazardous constituents that would pose 
no significant threat to human health or 
the environment regardless of how the 
waste was managed after it exited 
Subtitle C jurisdiction. The HWIR- 
media Bright Line levels are simply 
intended to distinguish between (1) 
contaminated media that are eligible to 
exit Subtitle C because It Is likely that 
they can be managed safely under 
cleanup authorities outside of Subtitle 
C. and (2) media that contain so much 
contamlnntion that Subtitle C 
management is warranted. Because of 
these different objectives, EPA 
developed the two proposals using 
different methodologies. For the soil 
Bright Line. HWIR-media used a 
calculation based on ingestion and 
Inhalation of soil at IO-J cancer risk. 
and a hazard Index of 10 for non- 
carcinogens. For the non-wastewater 
HWIR-waste exit level (which is most 
readily comparable to the soil Bright 
Line), EPA used an analysis that 
evaluates exposures from multiple 
pathways to Identify those pathways 
that may result in a 10-e cancer risk 
and hazard index of 1 for non- 
carcinogens. EPA then selected the most 
limiting pathway, (most conservative). 
as the exit criteria. EPA believed that 
the HWIR-waste levels would be more 
conservative than the HWIR-media 
concentrations. However, upon a recent 
comparison of the two sets of numbers. 
some HWIR-waste exit levels are at 
higher concentrations (less 
conservative) than the HWIR-media 
Bright Line concentrations. In the 
comparison of those concentrations. 
EPA determined that for about 27% of 
the HWIR-media Bright Line 
concentrations of chemical constituents 
for soil, the HWIR-waste exit levels for 
non-wastewater were higher. 

A similar result was found when EPA 
compared the HWIR-media 
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groundwaterlsurface water Bright Line 
concentrations to the HWIR-waste 

‘astewater exit levels. In that case. EPA 
jed direct Ingestion of groundwater 

resulting In a cancer risk of lo-3 and 
hazard index of 10 for non-carcinogens 
to calculate the HWIR-media Bright 
Line. For the HWIR-waste wastewater 
exit level, EPA again analyzed multiple 
pathways to Identify those that would 
result in a cancer risk of 10-e and a 
hazard index of 1 for non-carcinogens 
and then selected the most limiting 
pathway as the exit criteria. For 
approximately 20% of the HWIR-media 
Bright Line concentrations for 
groundwaterlsurface water the HWIR- 
waste concentrations for wastewater 
were higher. 

One of the practical concerns that 
arises from this difference in 
concentrations is this: if contaminated 
media is below the HWIR-waste exit 
levels, then that media is eligible for 
exit under that rulemakingjust like any 
other hazardous waste. Therefore, if the 
HWIR-media rule specified that media 
at concentrations below the HWIR-waste 
exit levels were still “above the Bright 
Line” and not eligible for a contained- 
In determination, the two rules would 
be inconsistent. EPA recognizes that this 
inconsistency must be addressed before 

.omulgation of these two final rules, 
.Id requests comments on how to 

resolve this issue. A preliminary 
description of the primary differences in 
the methodologies follows. 

One of the most significant 
differences between the HWIR-waste 
and the HWIR-media methodologies Is 
that the HWIR-waste methodology was 
designed to calculate an acceptable 
concentration at which as-generated 
waste and treatment residuals could exit 
the Subtitle C system. A part of that 
methodology assumed that exited 
wastes might be managed in such a way 
as to contaminate soils and 
groundwater. and calculated the 
potential risk to receptors from the 
contaminated soil or groundwater. 
Therefore, the HWIR-waste analysis 
models fate and transport between the 
original waste and the contaminated 
media. assuming some loss of 
concentration due to many factors. such 
as: partitioning of constituents to air. 
soil. and water: losses of contaminant 
mass through biodegradation: 
bioaccumulation through the food 
chain; and volatilization. hydrolysis. 
and dispersion of contaminants during 
transport. The HWIR-media 
methodology begins at the point where 
~11s and groundwater are already 

contaminated. Therefore, the HWIR- 
media Bright Line did not incorporate 
fate and transport considerations to 

calculate the Bright Line concentrations, 
but assumed the receptor was In direct 
contact with the contaminated media. 

Specific comparison of soil Bright 
Line to non-wastewater exit levels. If 
contaminated soil were managed under 
the HWIR-waste proposal. the soil 
would be subJect to the exit criteria for 
non-wastewaters. That is why EPA 
compared the soil Bright Line to the 
non-wastewaters exit level. For this 
analysis, the HWIR-media Bright Line 
for soil based on ingestion or Inhalation 
was compared with the exit criterion for 
non-wastewater Identified as the most 
limiting pathway (e.g.. so11 ingestion, 
fish ingestlon) In the HWIR-waste 
proposal. Thus, the analysis was not 
necessarily a comparison of exit criteria 
and Bright Lines for similar exposure 
pathways. 

The analysis indicated that for 27 of 
the HWIR-media Bright Line constituent 
concentrations for soil, the proposed 
Bright Line concentration was lower 
than the exit criterion for HWIR-wastes 
for non-wastewater. Of these 
constituents. six of the lower proposed 
Bright Line concentrations are lower 
because the HWIR-media number was 
intentionally “capped” at 10,000 parts 
per million. EPA decided to propose a 
10,000 ppm cap. equivalent to 1% of the 
volume of the contaminated media, (as 
discussed above) because EPA believes 
that It is reasonable to classify media as 
highly contaminated if 1% of the 
volume of media Is contaminated with 
a particular constituent. Therefore 
capping the Bright Line at 10,000 ppm 
is consistent with the Intention that the 
Bright Line distinguish between highly 
contaminated and less contaminated 
media. The HWIR-waste proposal did 
not propose to cap the exit levels 
because it was not intended to 
differentlate wastes based on higher vs. 
lower concentration, but instead to 
differentiate based on risk factors. 

For 12 of the 27 constituents, HWIR- 
media Bright Lines are established at 
soil saturation limits (Csat) that are less 
than the corresponding HWIR-waste exit 
level. EPA believes it is sound science 
for a rule establishing soil 
concentrations to compare the 
concentrations developed through the 
inhalation and ingestion risk scenarios 
to the actual concentration that could 
physically saturate the soil. If the Csat 
was lower than the concentrations from 
the Inhalation or ingestion scenarios, 
EPA set the Bright Line concentration at 
the Csat. The HWIR-waste proposal 
(since it is proposed for as generated 
wastes, not soils) did not propose to cap 
the exit levels at the soil saturation 
limit. 

For the other nine of the 27 
constituents, differences in the results 
can be attributed to several factors 
related to the underlying assumptions of 
the methodologies used to calculate the 
crIteria.l3 These Include the fate and 
transport differences discussed above, 
and: 
-Receptors. Although many of the 

exposure assumptions (e.g., exposure 
duration, exposure frequency, 
ingestion rate) are common to the 
analyses, there are still significant 
differences In the location of the 
receptors that will affect the exit 
criteria. The HWIR-media Bright 
Lines are based on an exposure 
scenario in which a resident lives 
directly on the contaminated media 
and ingests contaminated soil or 
inhales particulate and volatile 
emissions. The HWIR-waste exit 
levels consider several exposure 
scenarios: however, none are directly 
comparable to the HWIR-media 
exposure scenario. These exposure 
scenarios Include an off-site resident, 
an adult off-site resident, a child off- 
site resident, an adult and child on- 
site 10 years after site closure, and an 
on-site worker. 

-Sources. The HWIR-media Bright 
Lines for soil Ingestion and inhalation 
exposure pathways are based solely 
on contaminated soils and assume 
that the soil is an Infinite source. The 
HWIR-waste non-groundwater non- 
wastewater exposure pathways 
consider three sources: land 
application units, waste piles, and ash 
monofills. Waste piles and ash 
monofills are assumed to be infinite 
sources: however, the land 
application units are assumed to be 
finite sources. This assumption may 
result in higher (less conservative) 
exit criteria under HWIR-waste. 
A comparison of the toxicity 

benchmarks indicates that the HWIR- 
media Bright Lines and the HWIR-waste 
exit levels generally start with the same 
toxicity benchmark (all but three 
chemicals for oral ingestion and al1 but 
four chemicals for inhalation use the 
same toxicity benchmarks). Thus. the 
apparent discrepancies In the criteria 
can be attributed to the significant 
differences in the fate and transport 
modeling of the chemicals in the HWIR- 
process waste analysis, the receptors 
evaluated, and assumptions related to 
the sources (as described above). 
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Specific comparison of Groundwater/ Intended to be more conservative specifically includes the Intent to avold 
Surface Water Bright Line to wastewater overall than the HWIR-media Bright regulation. If the Intent of the mixing is 
exit levels. If contamtnated groundwater Line. are set at higher concentrations. 
were managed under the HWIR-waste 

to better comply with the regulations 
As described above, EPA recognizes that that would amlv to the wastes iwior to 

proposal. tLe groundwater would be 
subject to the exit criteria for 
wastewaters. That is why EPA 
compared the groundwater/surface 
water Bright Line to the wastewaters 
exit level. For this analysis, the HWIR- 
media Bright Line for groundwater/ 
surface water based on ingestion of 
groundwater was compared with two 
options for the exit criterion for 
wastewater for the HWIR-waste 
proposal, one based on toxicity 
benchmarks and one based on toxicity 
benchmarks and MCLs. 

The analysis indicated that 38 
constituents had higher proposed 
HWIR-waste exit criteria than proposed 
HWIR-media Bright Line 
concentrations’4 For one of these 38 
constituent. only the MCL option for the 
HWIR-waste exit level was higher. For 
four of the 38 constituents, only the 
toxicity benchmark only optlon for the 
HWIR-waste exit level was higher. None 
of these 38 constituents were affected by 
the HWIR-media 10,000 ppm cap. and 
there is not a saturation limit cap on the 
HWIR-media groundwater/surface water 
Bright Line. 

Similar to the comparison of the 
HWIR-media so11 Bright Line to the 
HWIR-waste non-wastewater exit levels, 
the HWIR-media graundwaterlsurface 
water Bright Line and the HWIR-waste 
wastewater exit levels use different 
methodologies, and therefore produce 
different results. Again. a key difference 
between the two sets of concentrations 
is the “se of fate and transport 
modeling. The HWIR-waste proposal 
assumes some loss through fate and 
transport. whereas the HWIR-media 
methodology assumes direct ingestion 
of the contaminated groundwater (more 
details on the two methodologies can be 
found In the dockets for the two 
proposed rules). 

Request for comments. Because of the 
above comparisons, EPA has 
determined that for some constituents, 
because the HWIR-media methodology 
was more conservative than the HWIR- 
waste methodology, that conservatism 
outweighed the fact that the HWIR- 
media risk target (10-l for Hmited 
pathways) was less conservative than 
the HWIR-waste risk target (10-G for 
multiple pathways). Therefore some of 
the HWIR-waste exit levels, which were 

these discrepancies must be r&olved 
before promulgation of the two -3 
proposed rules. For further detail on the 
methodologies used to develop the 
HWIR-media Bright Line. Soil Screening 
Levels and the HWIR-waste exit levels, 
see the docket for the hvo proposed 
HWIR rules. EPA requests comments on 
how to resolve these issues. 

i - 
B. Other Requirements Applicable to 
Management of Hazardous 
Contaminated Media 

1. Applicability of Other 
Requirements-§ 269.10 

The purpose of today’s proposed rule 
would be to modify the identification. 
permitting. management, treatment, and 
disposal requirements for contaminated 
media. It is not intended to replace the 
entire scope of Subtitle C requirements 
as they relate to media. For that reason. 
many existing Subtitle C requirements 
would continue to apply to remedial 
actions conducted in accordance with 
this Part. SpeciflcalIy. 40 CFR Parts 
262-267 and 270 would continue to 
apply when complying with this Part. 
except as specifically replaced by the 
provisions of this Part. In addition. 
when treating media subject to LDRs 
according to the treatment standards in 
§ 269.30, the following provisions of 
Part 268 would continue to apply’ 
35 268.2-268.7 (definitions. dilution 
prohibition. surface impoundment 
treatment variance, case-by-case 
extensions, no migration petitions. and 
waste analysis and recordkeeping). 
§ 268.44 (treatment variances), and 
§ 268.50 (prohibition on storage). Again. 
the Agency does not intend to recreate 
ail of the Subtitle C requirements. but in 
this case only replace certain 
requirements themselves as they relate 
to hazardous contaminated media. 
2. Intentional Contamination of Media 
Prohibited-§ 269.11 

EPA recognizes that promulgation of 
standards for hazardous contaminated 
media that are less onerous than the 
requirements for hazardous waste may 
create incentives for mixing waste with 
so11 or other medfa to render the waste 
subject to these provisions. The Agency 
expressly proposes to prohibtt this 
behavior (5 269.11). 

EPA recognizes. however, that 
sometimes It is necessary to have some 
mixing of contaminated media for 
technical purposes to facilitate cleanup. 
That mixing is not the prohibited 
mixing referred to here. This prohibition 

mixing, then’ii would not be prbhibited 
under this clause. The Agency requests 
comments on whether further 
safeguards, in addition to this proposed 
provisIon and the civil and criminal 
enforcement authorides of RCRA. are 
needed to ensure that no attempts are 
made to mix waste3 with media to take 
advantage of the reduced requirements 
of the proposed HWIR-media rule. 
3. Interstate Movement of Contaminated 
Media-3 269.12 

EPA recognizes that media that would 
be exempted under today’s rule, but that 
previously would have been managed as 
hazardous wastes. would be transported 
to and through States that were not the 
overseeing agency for the remedial 
action that generated those media. 
Therefore. the Agency designed the 
interstate movement requirements of 
proposed 5 269.12 to ensure that 
receiving (consignment) States-or 
States through which media would 
travel-could approve the designation 
that the media is not hazardous before 
they accepted the media for transport or 
dis owl. 

;P he default In these requirements is 
that the media must be msnaged as 
Subtitle C waste in the receiving or 
transporting State if the receiving or 
transporting State has not been notified 
of the designation as non-hazardous. or 
if the receiving or transporting State 
does not agree with the determination. 
Receiving and transporting States would 
also have to be authorized for this Part 
in order to approve these decisions in 
their States. If a receiving or 
transporting State agrees to the 
redesignation, then the media may be 

EPA requests comments on these 
interstate movement requirements. 
specifically on any Implementation 
concerns with this approach, and any 
suggestions to ease implementation. 
Several people have expressed concern 
about notifying the States through 
which the media would be transported. 
but not ultimately disposed. The 
Agency believes that it may be 
appropriate to limit notification 
requirements to the States ultimately 
receiving the media. EPA also feels that 
it would be necessary to limit the 
designation of media as non-hazardous 
only to States that are authorized for 
this Part. The Agency believes that this 
would be necessary because the 
authority to make these contained-in 
decisions is an integral element for 
authorization for this Part. EPA believes 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, DC. 20460 

FEB 2 7. 19% ‘. 

T. L.,Nebrich; Jr. 
Technical 'Director. 
'WastB TechnologySe?zvices Inc. ~' 
640 Park.Place 
Niagara Falls; New York.14301~ 

.' D&ar~.Mr.:Nebrich: ',' ;. ., : ,' ., 
: .: 

Thank you for $%ur'letter of"November'l4, 1995 regarding clarification 
'of 'th,e Ynixfure rule,! the 'd&tairied:in~ pblicy, LDR issues, and."point of 
generation" for UO96,. (e,a,Dimethylbenzylhydroperoliide).. ,The U096 waste 
itself is subject td the LDR requirements in.40 CFR Subpart 268.42,and must be 
treated,by.the methods spedified.. When wastes exhibiting.,a, RCRA 
characteristic (such as UO96) are mixed with a solid waste, if the resulting 
mixture ;does not exhibit the character$s~ic (in this case of reactivity), then 
the waste is not required to be disposed in a Subtitle C landfill, but can be 
disposed in a Subtitle D landfill. However, the waste is still subject to 
treitment by the methods specified in 40 CFR Subpart 268.42 (see 40-CFR 
Subpart 261.3(a) (2) (iii)). 

If U096 waste was spilled on soil, the EPA or authorized State Agency 
overseeing the cleanup could determine whether the soil did or did not contain 
hazardous waste, based on the “contained-in" policy. EPA's 'contained-in" 
policy does not specify levels at which "contained-in" determinations must be 
made. Those decisions are left to the discretion of the EPA or State program 
that is making the "contained-in" determination. Therefore, the 'contained-in" 
policy does not require that the U096 be analytically non-detectable in order 
to be considered non-hazardous, although the EPA or State program could' 
require that (or alternative levels) based on their discretion., 

Issues similar to those you raised regarding contaminated soil were 
discussed in a September 15, 1995 letter that I wrote to Peter C. Wright of 
the Monsanto Company. That letter is attached. Also,' these issues will be 
discussed more fully in 'an upcoming EPA proposed rulemaking 'Requirements for 
Management of Hazardous Contaminated Media" commonly referred to as the 
Hazardous Waste Identification Rule for Contaminated Media or IiWIR-media. We 
plan to publish that proposal in March, and I will forward a copy to you as 
soon as it is available. We suggest you look to the proposal's preamble 
discussion for guidance regarding the situation you describe in your letter. 
Of course, .it should be noted that the requirements that apply to contaminated 
media could change when EPA finalizes that rulemaking. 

Thank you for your concern about protecting the environment. I 
apologize for the delay in responding to your letter that was caused by the 



two govetiment 'furloughs. Your staff may wish ti contact Carolyn Hoskinson at 
(703) 308-8626, if you~have any further,questions., 

Sincerely.Yours; 

'Director 
Solid Waste 

Enclosures. 

Et, whale, ,OSW/PSPD 
Barbara &acd,'.C4C! ~.~ : : 
.RCRLRegidnal'B~a@ch Chiefs, ,RegiOns,l-XQ,. ,~~ > 
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UNITED S;TATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20480 

Mr. Peter,~. Wright 
,. Monsanto Coinpany, 

800 N. Lindbergh Boulevard 
OFFICE OF 

SOLID WASTE AND EMERGENCY 
St. Louis, Missouri 63167~ RESPONSE 

Dear.Mr. Wright, 

I am writing'in response to your letter of January 3, 1995, : 
in which, you requested clarificetionof the RCRA Wcontained-inOI 

,poli.cy. In your letter you asked severa% specific questions 
regarding this‘policy, and we offer our'responses below. It 
should be' understood that 'these responses reflect the.,Agency's 
current .interpretation of the contained-in concept.;: in the 

'Hazardous Waste Identification Rule for Contaminated Media (HWIR- 
media), 'currently under development, we will.be locking,closely 
at.the contained-in policy and other ,issues.associated with 
contaminated media.and will be addres'sing those issues through 
the rulemaking process. 

'Question .l. 'Can a State'determine whotbar or not soils which 
contaiaod a listed hazardous waste, but were then treated to’ ‘, 
below haalth based cona’entrations, no longor aontain the 

‘hazardous waste? 

The. contained-in policy is intended to. clarify:the 
application of RCRA hazardous waste regulations to environmental 
media. As stated in previous guidance on this policy, 
contaminated media are not considered solid wastes in the sense 
of being abandoned,, recycled, or inherently waste-like.as t.hose 
t~enns are' defined in RCRA regulations. However, ,environmental 
media that contain listed hazardous'wastes must be managed as 
hazardous wastes because--and only as, long as--they contain 
,listed waste(s)'. EPA Regions~and authorized states may apply 
the contained-in policy to determine site-, media- and 
contaminant-specific levels, such that if. the concentration of 
the hazardous constituents in t,he environmental media fall below. 
these,levels, the.environmental media may be determined to no 
longer contain hazardous waste. Such "contained-in 
determinationen may be made before or after treatment of the 
contaminated environmental media and may include consideration of 
site-specific exposure pathways .(e.g., potential for human 
exposure, soil permeability, depth to groundwater.). 

' June 19, 1969 letter from Jonathan Cannon, Acting Assistant AdminLstrator of 
‘EPA’s Office of Solid Wanta and Emergency Reaponme~to Thomas Jorling, Commiesioner 

of the New York Dspartmsnt~ of Environmental Conservation. 



Question 2. Are eoils that have been frosted and then 
determined not to contain hazardous'wastea still subject to the 
Land’ Disposal Restriction8 ,(LDRs,) Universal Tra&tmanf. tit-da=& 
WTS) prior to land. disposal? 

Yes. If contaminated environmenta'l media are treated and 
then determined'to no.longer contain hazardous waste, the LDR 
treatment standards still must be, complied with prior to land 
disposal. This means that the media would have to be treated.to 
meet UTS 'or a treatability variance would have to be obtained’. 
Individuals who believe that the VTS are not appropriate for. 
media containing solid waste1 are encouraged to work with their 
State regulatory agency and the appropriate EPA Regional Office 
to obtain a ,site-specific treatability variance under 40 CFR~ 
S268.44 (h) . EPA's,policy is that site specific treatability 
variances are presumed to be appropriate for contaminated media'. 
,m 59a 8760 (March 8,,1990) For more. information on site 
specific treatability variances granted in the context of 
environmental cleanup,.please refer to the Superfund LDR Guides 
Numbered 6A and '6B, entitled, Obtaining a Soil and Debris 
Treatability Variance'for Remedlal Actions and Obtaining a Solid 
and Debris Treatsbili,ty Variance for Removal Actions, 
respectively. .For your convenience, copies of these guidance 
documents are enclosed. 

I 
Of course, if no land .disposal will occur, the LDR treatment 

standards do not apply. Additionally, contaminated environmental 
media determined not to contain m waste (i.e., it’s just ' 
media), would not be subject to any R&A Subtitle C requirement, 
including the LDRs. 

question 3. It groundwater that originally l xhibitod a. 
hazardous characteristic is ~ubsoquurtly treated to.bolow a 
Stats-determined contained-in level, woqld th& ground water still 
be subject to the UT8 requirements prior to land disposal? 

Yes. Once the LDR treatment standards attach to 
characteristic wastes, even if the characteristic is eliminat,ed, 
the media remain subject to any applicable LDR treatment 
standards that have not been.met through removal of the 

’ Nothing, Ln this latter is intandsd ta affect the status of axiating 
regulatory or +tutory sxclu&xaa to the definition of solid or hazardous mete. 
Such provieiona can pMvsnt the duty, to comply with LDRa from attaching in the first 
instance. &&, 39, RCRR S 1004(27) (exempting industrial point 8ource dischargea 
subject to Clan Water tact permits from the definition of solid. waste). In 
addition, the Agency doaa not intend in thir, letter to expand the acopc of 
ar?tivitise that conatituta land dXapoaa1 and thus trigger LDR treatment 
requircmsnta. For sxampli, the Agency’ a poeitions that w tzwatmcnt and 
movement of contaminetsd msdia,within an irea of contamination do not constitute 
land dispooal tamain unaffactad. Similarly, this letter is not Fntandcd to affect 
any statutory or regulatory axclusiana to the requirement to camply with $ORs (w 
-, RCRA 5 3020(b) 1. 



characteristic. As indicated in the Third Third decision, 
Chemical Waste Management v. U.S. EPA, 976 F.2d 2 (D.C. Cir. 
19921, mi denied, 1135 S.Ct 1961 (1993), elimination of the 
characteristic does not necessarily satisfy L&requirements. If 
groundwater that:exhibits a characteristic is treated,prior to 
land disposal, it must be treated inaccord~ance with applicable 
LDR treatment standards or pursuant to,a treatability variance to 
meet LDR requirements: As discussed, in our response to question 
'2, individuals who ,beli.eve that the UTS ,are"not appropriate to. 
their contaminated media are encouraged to apply ,for a site' 
specific treatability variance. I 

., 
Of course,, if no .land disposal ,will occur,, ,the LDR treatment 

standards do not apply. .Additionally, ground water managed in 
accordance with one of the existing statutory or regulatory 
exclusiohs may not be'subject t'~ the LDR treatment standards even 
when land,disposal,Will occur.. .For example, under RCRA 4 
,3026(b), cont,aminate,ddgroundwater .may be treated in accordance 
with a cleanup action and then reinjected into the,aquifer from 
which it was withdrawn without meeting LDR treatment standards, 
provided the ,treatment. substantially reduces the hazardous 
constituents prior to reinjection and the cleanup action will, 
upon completion, be sufficient to protect human'health and the 
environment. 

Qusstion 4. May e Stats that is authotissd only fo,r tha 
baso'RCRA progrsm maks contained-in dstsrminsti'ons, or does the 
State amed to,be authorized for the LDRs as'wmll? 

In order to make contained-in determinations, a State'must 
only be authorized for the part.of the base program under which 
the waste of 'concern is.identified as hazardous. For example, 
when determining whether or not a'medium c0ntains.a particular 
characteristic waste, the S.tate must be authorized for that ~. 
characteristic. In the same manner, if the State wishes to 
determine whether or not a medium contains a particular listed 
waste, ,that State must be authorized.for that particular waste 
listing. In regard to the two sites described in your, letter, 
both Massachusetts and Texas are,authorised for the base program 
under which the wastes you mentioned are identified as hazardous, 
and may, at 'their discretion, make the contained-in 
determinat,ions you described. 

QusstiOn.. 5. Db oontainsd-in det&ainations tiesdad to,be 
msde under a RCRA peet, or can another maahanism be used? 

Authorized states.and EPA regions may use any format or 
mechanism to document contained-in determinations.' These 
mechanisms~ could include offi'cial agency correspondence, orders, 

.and RCRA permits. 

We hope this will be of assistance to you in app.lying the 
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contained-in policy. If you have any further-questions, please 
contact Elizabeth McManus, of my staff, at (7031 308-8657. In 
addition, please note that authorized states have their own 
regulati,ons.and policies which may tie more stringent than fede~kal 
regulations and policies. ,In authorised.states; questions about * application.of 'the contained-in policy, rncluding.the. 
interpretations put forth in this letter, should be referred to 
the. appropriate state' agency. InTexas, please contact Paul 
Lewis of the Texas Natural Resources,Conservation'Commission at 
(512) 239-2340; in Massachusetts~, please contact John Carrigan of 
the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection at (617) 
292-5584.' 

,i ', ..~&,:~,' ,"' '! 

Michael Shapiro 
Director, .Offi.ce of Solid Waste 

Enclosure 

Matt' Hale, OSW, PSPD 
David Bussard, OSW, CAD 
Jim Berlow, OSW, WMD 
Larry Starfield, OGC 
Dawn Messier, OGC 
Barbara Pace, OGC~ 
Bruce Diamond,"OECA, OSRE 
US EPA,Regional RCRA Branch Chiefs, Regions I - X 
John Carrigan, State of.Maseachusetts 
Susan Ferguson, State of Texas 
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Juo-OK-19 23:43 Ffom- 

Monsanto’ _ : 

January 3, 1995 

. 

Mr. Michael Shapiro 
,United States En~irbnmental.Protectlon A&& 

_” Office of Solid Waste and Emer~encv’RZ?sponse 
i$Qj ,M’Strefjt, s,w, ,’ : ,, : . : . . ..‘~ ;.‘ 
Washington,‘_D.C~. 20490 : .’ .’ !’ ., 

Re: Clariflcatlan_bf_the.Cantained_ln 
. 

Oear Mr. Shapiro: . 

. 
This letter addresses an urgent issue that ark& with the December 19 effective 

38 of he Phase II Lsnd Disposal Aestrfction (LDR) rule. -Your immediate attention 
uind response is requested in order to avoid delay of planned remedial work that 
las been developed ,In. concert with state author@s. 

Monsanto Campany has two plant sites that are plannlng to engage in remsdiation 
‘. activities in the near term, which require confirmation of Monsanto‘s understanding 

of the operation of the contained In rule.’ More specifically, as will be described in 
detail below, these two sites have planned to implement remedial measures ttiat 
will remove hazardous waste constituents from affected environmental media so 
that it is Monsanto’s understanding (and that of the two RCRA authorired States) 
.that the treated media will no longer ‘contein’ a hazardous wuste. The treated 
environmental media will likely contain traoes of hazardous Fonstituents after 
treatment, 8~ concentrations below health based eonoentretion limits esrablished 
by.the two states; We understand that onoe the media no longer contains the 
listed waste (as determined by the State agency] it no longer must be managed as 
a hazardous waste, i.e. subtitle C no longer applies and the media may be placed 
on the land without regard to the Land Disposal Restrictions Universal Treatment * 
Standards jUTSI. Do you conm.rr? We also understand that,a State authorized for 
the base program is ,empowered to. make the contained-in determln8tIon without 
regard ta the State’s, authorization status for the LDR.progrem. 00 you concur7 

. 
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. w of e 

The. firet plant site is located in Everett, MSSSSChuS8n6, just north of the City of 
f3oston. This long time EhemlCsl. mfWfaCtirri!Ig facility was closed’ in November, 
1992. Currently, the Everett site has been proceeding under the .authodty of the 
Maaaach.usetts Contingency’Plan NilCPI with proposed ramedietion scheduled,for 
cam,plerion in 1997. In order far the Everett site to proceed.on its cleanup . 
schedule, the Agency’s interpretation of the contained in rule is important, :. 
perticularly as the site Is currently under a Purchase and Sale Agreement for 
development as a shopping center wlth constructton soheduted TO begin in .l997. 
This development Is critical to ‘the local.community because the .zhopping.cen?er 
will,be’a majoi f&men1 of Ewren’~ rax.base and ‘@ sigriificeni Jource of * > 

..$mployment.inthec’$y. ,: I., ‘, , ,. ,,_ ‘- 
1, :. ,. . 

.;i/ .,z.;*, ‘I ‘,,A” ; .,.:,*: ;,/‘i. < .‘.,~;:,;;, ;: ,.;‘, .: . ;-.. .+,.: ,... L,‘,‘~y ,< “:. ..: ,, ‘: .( 
. D&to historic msnuf~c;u~nd”ob8rarioris, aieag‘df +ie plant i)& h&e been’ “1 

oOnfaininat8d wish his 2&yLhexyl phthal&.J3EHPl~ naphthalene snd’phthdid ., 
anhydride &till bottoms; materlala which carry the RCRA hzzardaus w&ste codes, 
U928, U165.and K024, respeotivvely. Concenrrstions as hlgh as 10,000 mg/kg of 
BEHP, .3D,OOO mglkg of naphthalene, and 60,000 mglkg of phthslic acid hsve 
been derected in soil samples collscted St the site; Th8 remediarion plan that has 
bean under development would involve the separation of some discreet WBSTB l 

materials, rreatment of some soil in ,place, and excavation arid’ treatment of some. 
soil from hotspot areas with subsequent reuse of the treated Soil an-site as backfill. 
These treatment methods would slgnific.antlv reduce the concentration of’ 
tiazardous.constituents remaining in the soils. The Everett Plant ‘has held 
discusslons with the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection 
(DEP’s) Bureau of Waste Pteventloq’regarding th8,impact of RCRA regulations on 

‘the plaotid remediatlon strategy and has assumed that once the soil was. 
remediated to meet health-based concentrerions levels astsblished by 
Massachusetts /a RCRA authorized state), that the soil no longer would contain 
hazardous waste and could be beneficially reused as backfill on-site with no furth8r 
RCRA restrlctions. The planned remsdiation strategy wou!d satlsfv the 
MsSSaChU88ttS Bureau of Waste,Slte Cleanup Program requirements to achieve a 
Permanent Solution, addressing potential risks to human health and the 
enviranment and eliminate the potential for constituent migration. Attached is a 
COPY of a DEP policy memorandum dated March 4, 1994 end a letter issued on the 
same date describing DEP’s understandlng of how it will apply the contained ln rule’ 
IO, a particular femecjlarion pro&t. 

The other Monsanto site is the Chocolate bayou plant, loceted near Alvin, Texas. 
This is a lerge.dlversifisd.ohamtcal manufecturing sir8 that has; a RCRA permit, 
which includes a correotlve aotlon compo(rent that is. admlnistsred by the Texas 
Natural Rasouroe Conservation Commission ITNRCCI. Texas i8 authorized far 
RCRA corrective action. me particular remediation project at Issue, a program TO 
pump, treat end reinject groundweter that has been contaminated by benZan% 
phenol and acetone, is not being conducted under RCRA permit, but rather these 
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ztions aru being undertaken proactively by Monsanto in consultation with the 
.TNRCC. The plant applied for and has received a groundwater class V rsirijecrion 
parmit from TNRCC for, this remedial project. 

Tha, groundwater at the point it Is brought out of the ground js’oharactsristlcally 
hazafdqus for benzene. The groundwater exhibited measured levels of ,benzene, 
phenol and a&tone- as high as 62 mg/l, 6 mg/l .and 6 mgll, respectively without ’ 
arytreatmeirt. The:air~atrlpping~trea~m?nt sy!tem to ty? installed has ‘been. 
designed to treat,the groundwater so that the concentrations of benzene, phenol 
and acetone are noshigher than 0.001 mg/l, 6, mgll, and 2’mgll respectively. ‘This 
treatment of. groundwater’to thase levels youId mean that ail three, contaminants,. 
would tys belo!~~ the Texas.Sisk:Red~oriq?.Rule Standard ? ~sidential,levais, of ; ” : 
9.096 mg/J,benzene, 219 mgll phenql and 2.66 mgLl acetona. “The’phenol and .the .- 

‘:. BcstQne ~@~ld ,excceg~d.tha.rec~n~lQ,gy jIncl~catiqnJ’baae~‘~6~.~steyater .., :: 
apf~dar+i st,o,.Q39 n-jg/l for phenal and 6.28 mg/l.fOr,,aCetOne; :’ ,The ph$np! and ,’ ,.’ .’ 
ths.acgJoils are blodegradable~QrQanid~chemicals and’it is believed ‘that the,‘.‘, ” 

‘., 

reinjeotion, procass will ‘add oxvpn th’ ths sffkted. groundwater, &isisting iiq the’ ’ 
biodegradation of the organic materials. that are not removed by the’tteatmant. 

- 
Neither site has cansldered applying for d Corrective Action Ms‘naga~ent Unit 
LCAMUL First, It was believed to b8, unnecessary to qnploy a CA,fylU because of: 
the planto treat contaminated media to meet health based levels. Seccmd, the 
time, expense and *effort on behalf of Monsanto and the state .agenciss to put in 
Place the necessary RCRA’permiss and modifications makes tha CAMU bptian not 
practical for a timely commen&mant of remsdiation activities. 

‘. _ 
.’ . 

Monsanto’s understandlng has been that. treating effected environmental media to 
meet ‘health baaed concentration levels that have been applied on a’site specific 

. basis by the respeCtiVe auttlorlzed states WOuld fraa the treated media from further 
RCRA regulation, includingthe application of any land disposal reatrlctions. 
Monsanto’s understanding ia based on EPA discussions of the contained in rule. 
Monsanto’s understanding of EPA’s position on the ‘contained in .rule” is that it 
was an interpretative, rule long before it was ‘codified’ in rulemaklngs’in the 
1990s. EPA has stated that thisview of the contained In rule was supported by 
the 1989 v decision. Chemical 
y&E& 869 F.2d 1620, 1638 ftnt. 16 0.C Cir. 19891. 

The Contained in ‘rule was first explained in a r&mQrsndum from Marcia Williams 
to Patrick Tobin dated Novemtier 33, 1966 . That memorandum stated that “if 
groundwster .ii treated such that it no longer contains a hazardous waste; the 
.groundwater would no longer. be subject to regulation under Subtitle C of RCRA.” 

. 
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.Subsequ.enf’memoranda and letter8 expanded on the application of the,‘contained 
in rUl8. Thesp WritingS rsfin8d ths Conc8pt that ,if. conraminzpad environm&tal 
media was treated so that the levelti of hqzkrdoui constituents~rhat remainad aftei S 
treatment ‘were balobv ceft#ln levels, which ‘often have been set at health .base’d 
&~ls, that EPA would qonsidar’that the affected medie no longer ‘contained*. a 
hazardous waste and so nolonger was aubjeot to regulation under RCRA Subtitle 

.,C. Monsanto ia’not certain that the contained in,ruleapplies to, s situarion like 
, 

. \ what exams at the Chocolate Bayou plant where there are no’listad, but only . 
charactarisric wastss involved. Yet Monsanto ‘can see no reason Vichy an exit level 
appropriate for media contaminated with’listed waste would not also apply to ’ 
media contaminated witt.a characteristic waste; : ,, .: : 

. 
:, ,., 1. :‘EP&klp ,tiat%’ it clear that ,en ajphp&dd ,ACRA .S?&TJ coukj~&trm(na .what the 

contai5ed in’levala ,oou#.be. ‘;EP.A, guidance to tfi$ &a&~ inwkin~ the’coiifaineo’.“ ,‘,“_. ’ *” 
in detqrminarjons has stres+!d:,the~need to make the oontr+ed’In deteimiriation on : 

- a site-epeoific ba$ia;’ in aooordanca with. the general State or Federal guldefines,.or 
by means of a site specific rlsk 8SSetiSIti~nt~ It would appear that the 
Massachusetts regulations,, 810 CMR 40.00 (the Massaqhusetts Contingency Plenj ‘. 
and the associdKed policy on the contained in rule and the TNRCC’s Risk Reduction 
Rules provide precisely the kind of the decision making framework EPA requires 
that an authorized RCRA state use for making the contained in rule decision. lt is’ 
only a requirement for a state to be authorized for the basic RCAA program to be 
,able to make contahed In determination, and it is not necessary for the’state to be 
authorized for all or parts of the land disposal program. 

, . . 
The rulemakings “COdlfvinQ’ the contained in rule began with the reference in th$ 
Third Third rulemaking In’whlch EPA ‘clarifladl the treatment standards that would 
apply to soils that had been contaminated with Hated waste. 53 Eed. 
31138, 31142 IAugust 17, 188a). Tha contained in rule has been addressed in at 
least five other v notices.* . The most Involved discussion and 
Qrearest reliance on the contalnttd In rurs is found in the Contsmlnatad Debris 
rulemaking: In the proposed rulamaktng, EPA stated that debris which had been 
contaminated with hazardous waste would “no longer be a prohibited waste or a 
hazardous waste if it achieves levels which debris no longar ‘contains’ hazardous 
waste.” 57 Fed. at 982. EP+ further explained that the levels would be that 
at which the potential threat to human health and the environment had been. 

‘w Sflvir K. Lomhpe ra Jaff hlkinscn. January 24, 1888: Jonethrn Cannon to - 
Thon~‘Jorling, Juna 19, laga (sutl~o~Wd states can m&a dotemrlnatior) on wnot t&e appropr~~o 
health based levals am at which modlo no lonasr ‘contsina’ a hazardous waste); Svlvia K. 
Lpwranca ya John Ely, March 20, lS~l(racomfnand6d that the atata use a risk aaseaume~t ” 
approach to making cont&ad in tleterminadona) ma MaSDaChkmi leyr ci(bS additional IaRerol. 

. *See 66 Fed. 244SB (May 1 i, 1991); 57 Fed. 868, 961 lJanuw 9. 
1992); 57 &&f&g, 37184 (Auquet 18, 1882); 68 &&&, 48082, 48096 (Sepromber 14. 
1883) an6 68 Fed. 477982,47986 ISeotrmbar 18. 19841. 
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%nimizsd. IQ, et 986. In the final rulemaking, EPA explained that treated 
;ontamlnatsd debris would be\ considered.to na longer.*contein’ a hazardeus 
weate, If the debris. vuQre treatad $0 as ‘to achieve health based canqentrat!ons 
.beerrrid ‘on considerations of site hydralogy and expqswe pathways; EPA ’ 

, zummerlzed the regulatory effect sf prQviding tiearmtint t@ thescl levgls, by st,ating 
. that “.(d]etirlti,faund not to &ntaitihazardous westiY(end nof;exhlbiting,,a 

hazardous wastti characteristic) would not be subj& to further. Sub$ftlh C . l ’ 
“irtguladati end 80 could bqland’diaposed Wlthout further treatmant? 57 && 
&& at 37226’ temphasls addm+ . 

‘- 

fhe ‘co&nadir\ rule has also btjan.dl~cusa~d in context of the i~lemirf&lg, . 
.. ~p~~~sl~g~nd.dlsposal~rep~i~~qn standards for soil and In tha, final Ill’s 
” .iu’lema&ing,; EPA &attid “the prl~aivJumX’kJn af’a ‘Cqntaln&i in d6te~~loatlon:hag 
~~be&‘@;ra;tl~t@r@ifie ap~clfi~ ,odnstitirent:Edncent~qt~b~S~~~:’~lcb;Ihrj’.media:,~t~~ -. . . 
‘.&cifii site no’lpnger ‘cQ+inQd,’ hpl’arddlii iHpste’Eind thtie%$$d $jciIqrig& t)B 1 

‘, stibj&t to%he mtinagement standards fQi hazardous,:~stf&‘!~: 68 :Ped.‘Reb, ‘at ,“: 
- a’Sl2i: EPA’s biacussiati ,of.the cq&ned In iule #nd .lts r@&ii&hlp to the:. : 
concept of minimized threat levels In these rulemakings Is uy&gr to irs. ViN it :. 
appearato us ihat a contained in ,dete,Hnipation based on B site specific 
.detQrminatlon.‘aatlsfies any tyqulrement to achieira. minimized ?hre#t levels., :If this : 
is not 6PA’s position, then EPA has &tide a-major change in policy for which no l 

‘. notide has b&n glvefi, for which ‘no ratiansle. has been .provid’ed Bnd which may 
mean th$t the work on the FWlR bhiil ba a complete waste of time. More to the 
point; if this’lnterpist@tion shout the affect of the contained, In ru[?.h@s changed it 
may bring to 14 halt theiwo remedial projects raferencyi $bove and ufidoubtedly 

’ countless’other’projeti. , ., 

In. ordar t6,avoid delay end unn&zess&y-additional expense, In &mnectldn with.. 
apprbilng bid8 from reniedlattdn ‘kwItractk3, we request e~prompt respotise. . 
Mbnsanto woUd also like an opportunity t6 meet with the Agency at she Agency’s 
convenience during .lanuary’to address the matters rsiaed In fhia letter. ( 

I’ve look f&vard to the’ Agency’s urdeni consideration tind ,tesponse on this 
importanr matter. 

- : 

,I,‘.. :,. 

,: ‘. .: 

. 

S 
I 
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. 
cc: Barbara Pace, Esquire, EPA 0ffice”af General Counsel 

Steven Silverman. Eaqulre, EPA 
Richard Kinch, EPA . 

. . . 

. Mr. Thomas Powers,.Aotlng Commlssioner 
. 

Mr. John Certigan ;, 
vr. Sri&Moran .. . 

4ammonwee’lth of Massachuaetis. 
. : . 

Bepanment’of Envlronmental Protection 
One Winter Street 
Bostop, Maysfclpsett8 02 1 Ori 

. . . .(. ,’ 
Mr.f?ichardChaqUn .’ :..‘, ,’ ‘. . ‘.. 

1. .., 1; .,. ;.. .~,,$~,~ _ ., 
. . 

.&m~on~qlgh.:pf M+oh~e$s-~; ; .i; .+ .., ;$.,;-: ~, ;:; ‘/ii.; $: 1;. .! t . : .’ ” ” . ” 

., Department of.,Envltonmental Protd&on : : 
..*~,$-+xs2+~;.; .,, ‘ ,;..i, ., ., G ‘G:, 

,. ,‘#*, ‘.. 
%I Com’meme Way .. ” :. ‘. ‘..:, 

. . .Woburri;Messach~~~~..01801 .‘, 1’ ,‘. ; ‘:,‘, ‘1’ ‘,;. :,:’ .::., _ 

Mr. Douglas Crkit . 
Mr. Tom Jecha 
Ms. Wendy’Auzacky . 
Texas Natural Resource Conservation CommiGsion 
P.O. Box 13087 

‘Austin, 1-s 7871 l-3087 - 

. Lowell Martin, Esquire, RCRA Corrective Action Project 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY . 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 

. : 

MEMORANDUM 

OFFICE Of 
SOLlo WiSTE AND EMERGENCY 

REWONSE 

sJBJx!T: 

PROM : 
P .~~e~~~~y;y?i~G.&p$!~~~~~ Policy 

d-- Permits and Stat; .Programs Division, osw . . 

TO: Norm Niedergang, Director 
O ffice o,f RCRA, Region V 

. 
Recently your .staff,contacted us in regard to the Agency's 

current,RCRA contained-in policy as it applies to environmental 
media that contain P and U listed hazardous'wastes .Since this 
question has.been posed several times by other Regions we would 
like to take this 'opportunity to articulate the Agency:= position 
on this matter. 

The RCRh contained-in policy applies to P and U listed 
wastes in the same manner ae“for other listed,wastes. Although 
5261.33(d) specifies that contaminated soil and water' generated 
from the cleanup of releases of P and U listed wastes must be 
managed. as hazardous waste,, such soil or water would not be 
considered "contaminated" in this particulars context if the 
implementing agency determined that the media did not contain 
such a listed waste. 

As you may know, the O ffice,of Solid Waste is currently 
developing a~ new rulemaking-- the RWIR Contaminated Media Rule-- 
.that will likely codify the'contained& concept in some detail. 
That rulemaking should hopefully resolve a number of the 
questions that are often asked regarding the current contained-in 
policy. Several of your staff are members of,the RWIR-Media 
Workgroup, and we will keep them apprised of any further 
developments regarding this concept.., : 

If you have any questions, please contact Dave Pagan or 
Carolyn Hoskinson of my staff, at (703) 308-6620 and. 
(703) 306-8626 respectively. 

cc: J. Boyle 
K. Pierard 
B. Pace 
T. Kaneen 



+A+ D%S 
UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

WAWNGTON,O.C. 20480 

M#‘22 w4 
Nr. T. L. N&rich, Jr. 
T~whnie81 Dinetar 
W8ato 'pldmolcgy 88rvica8, Ine, 
640 Park Placa 
Hiagag8 .Pallr, N4v Yorli 14301 

Dear Xr. Nebrfobt 

I aa plmasm&to rmmpand to your l&tar OF Jmnuary lo, 1994, 
in whiah you r8qu88t8d alariiic8tion oi thm Agmncy~s woontalmd- 
ia" poliay. Tha l poaific guamtion that you r8i88 raged8 soil 
contamiaatad with a li8tmd Imstm that ir liatmd only buY8ura of 
it8 iggi+bi1ity. You qumtion .vhdhor the contuiaatad &oil fs 
l till l harudoua vamtm. vh8n,it ir not ignit8blm.. Th8 mxamplm 
that you cik involvu mail contakinated with U139. You 8180 
rai88 th 88a8 quqtiozi for roil8 oontdnatad with other li8tmd 
warta8.(8uch a* .?003) ,Ahat 8rm lirtmd 8018ly for ignitmbflity. 

Aa you ccmatly l t8ta ia your l&tar, gnder the %otitriied-. 
in policy", the authorLud 8tata or EPA h88.thm dimratfon to 
detmr&na coatrrinant-•pmcifio hmmlth-bared lmvr&s, ruch that if 
khr ooaoentrationa of tha hrardow ask coaatituutt8 v*ra bmlov 
thooa 1~1018, the media vould no longar bm conmidmrmd to ocntaia 
the maa. Tha hulth-barad 18val8 u88d in auking acntainod4n 
dotaminatfon8 8ro ude on 8 dte8paaifio ba8i8. EP& ha8 
cobifiad the ccntained-in policy for aentaalnated debris (mo 57 
9% 37aa5,,hugu8t 19, 1991). 

'In 08808 whum the wamto ii listmd ianly ior ignitability, 
hd tha contaainatad roil ir not ignitable and dm not uihibit 
any.oth*r ~8ctori8tic8, titm coatuinatad l oil.mmy contain 
hararduum cona~ituontr 8nd tZmr8by contain the fisted v88t8. T?m 
l uthorL88d,rtat8 or~NPA a8y l at8blish hulth-ba88d lmvml8 for any 
hamrdw8 qosut~tu8at8 pramat in tha aoMamin4tad ioil belov 
which the ,contuinatad roil~would no lonqu contain thm 118tmd 
wqsto. For -10, for ,a roil contaninatrd with 3003 lirtrd 
wamtm, tha authoritad l tata or EPA might rrtablimh aontainsd-in 

-d&a@nation lmvrl8 for individual solvaatm am wall for ally 
matala that might be prauat. Thi8 int8rpratation i8 conmi8tmnt 
v&b the doli8ting proao88 *or v88t88 that 8r8 li8tad 8018ly 
be8u8a they exhibit a a&8r8etari8tLo. “To MICE 8 &liSting 
dmtamfnatfon, t&r Admfnf8trator may axamine mdditionml hmrmrdou8 
oonmtitumntm ,otbar than thomm for which the v8mt8 vaa limtmd 
(260.22(~)(2)).~ 



9441.1992(34) 

iJNl7ECI STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, O.C. 20460 

. . 

mT= I 5 1992 

Mr. WSlliam L. Warren 
Sheikman"and Cohen Cohen, Shapiro, Polisher, 

IO09 Lenox Drive,, Building Four 
Lawrenoeville, NJ 00648 

: Dear Hr. Warren:, 

I ampleased to 'respond to your letter of August 26, 1992, 
in which you requested clarification of several'issues relating 
to the regulatory status of soils contaminated from releases of 
commercial chemical products. f 

The example outlined in your letter dealt specifically with 
leakage of carbon.tetrachloride from a 'tank; Since the carbon 
tetrachldride has been Idiscarded in this case, it would be 
identified as U-211 listed hazardous waste. The key question 
posed in your letter is whether the resulting contaminated ,soil.. 
is hazardous waste, and'under what circumstances'it would be 
subject to hazardous waste management requirements. 

Under EPA's 'regulatory definition of hazardous waste .in 
5261;3'(c)(l), soils that contain hazardous wastes must be managed 
as if they were hazardous wastes until or unless they no longer 
contain the listed was,te,.exh$bft a' characteristic, or are 
delisted (see 57 Fed., Reg.. 37225, Aug. 10, 1992). Under the 
"contained-in policyfl( the authorized State or EPA has the 
discretion to determine contaminant-specific health-based levels, 
such that if the concentrations of the hazardous waste 

-constituents were below those levels the media wou.ld no longer be 
considered to contain the waste. This applies to "I.7" listed 
wastea, and other listed wastes. The heaith-based levels used in 
making contained-in determinations are established an a site- 
Sp8CifiC bas&Jn accordance with general State or Federal 
guidelines, or by means of a site specific risk assessment. This 
discretion is available .to the State Administratar in' an 
authorized State, or btherwise is vested in the EPA Regional 
?+dministrator. 

In the example outlined in your letter, you state that the 
contaminant levels are below the State's remedial requirements. 
As such, it may be that the State would dete'rmine that the soils 
do not dontain hazardous wastes. 1f such, is the case, and 



I hopa that thii haa halpad to clarif 'tha imrurr that you haw raised. r If you have my further qurr fonr, plrara aontact Hugh Davi# at (703) 100-6633. 

of,.Offioo of Solid Wamta 



Part II 

Environmental 
Protection Agency 
40 CFR Part 148 et al. 
Land Disposal Restrlctions ,for Newly 
Listed Wastes and Hazardous Debris; 
Rule 
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AGENCY 

40 CFR Parts 140,260,261,262.264, 
265.268,270 and 271 

IFAL-4132-41 

RIN 2050-AD36 

Land Disposal Restrictions for Newly 
Llsted Wastes and Hazardous Debris 

AGENCY: Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA). 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Environmental Protection 
Agency [EPA] ia finalizing treatment 
standards under, the land disposal 
restrictions (LDR) program for certain 
hazardous wastes listed after Novemhcr 
fl. 1964, pursuant toe proposed consent 
decree filed with the District Court that 
csteblished a promulgiltion dote of June 
1892 (EUF Y. Reilly. Civ. No. 68-0596. 
D.D.C.). EPA is nlso finalizing revised 
treatment standards for debris 
contaminuted with listed huzardouu 
waste or debris that exhibits certain 
bazardoos waste churecteristics 
(hereinafter referred to RS hezardous 
debris). and several revisions to 
previously promulgatqd stendards end 
requirements. Thew actions me being 
taken i,s part of the RCRA Reform 
Initiative. and are crpected to fecilitato 
implementation of the LDH program. 
EFFEbTlVE DATES: This final rule is 
effective on June 30, 1992. except for 
$$ 148.17(a). 260.10. 261.3(c)(Z)(ii)(C), 
208.2. 268.5, 268.7, 266.9, 266.36~e). 266.40. 
268.41. 269.42. 269.43, 266.45. 266.46, 
268.50. 270.14. 270.42, 270.72, end 271.1. 
wbicb are effective November 16. 1992: 
and $9 262.34, 264.110. 284.111, 264.112. 
264.140.264.142. part 264 subpert DD, 
265.110. 265.111. 265.112. 265.140. 265.142. 

265.221. and part 265 subpart DD. which 
February 18.1993. 
The official record for this 

EPA RCRA Docket. room 
reet SW.. Washington. DC 
ket is open from 9 nm. to 

thrbugh Friday. except 
ideys. The public must 

appointment to review docket 
rids by calling (ZOZ] 28&9327. A 
mum of 100 psges from the docket 

RTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
ior general information, contact the 
iCRA Hotline at (600) 424-9346 (toll 
‘ree) 01’ (703) 920-9610 locally, For 
nformation on trestment standards for 
newly listed wastes or hazerdous 

debris. contact the Westa Treatment 
Branch. Office of Solid Waste (0% 
322W). U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency. 401 M St.. SW.. Washington. DC 
20460. (703) 30%6434. For information on 
capacity determinntions or nstionel 
cspacity variances. contact the Capacity 
Programs Branch, Office of Solid Waste 
(OS321W). U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency. 401 M Street, SW., 
Washington. DC 20460. (703) 306-6440. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 
Outline 
1. Background 

A. Summary of the Hazmdous and Solid 
Worn Amcndmcnts 01,984 

R. Yollulian Prevention (Waste 
Mioimizotion) Benefits 

II. Summary of Final Rule 
A. Newly Listed Wuates 
B.‘Changcs to Current Regulations 
C. tlnzordous Debris 

tit. Dctaited Discuwion of Final Rule: Newly 
Listed Westcs 

Il. Waatcs from the Production‘of 
Unsymmetricut Dimcthylhydrozine 
(KIW. K109. KIW. and KIIO, 

C. Z-Ethoxyethimol Wastes [U359) 
D. Wastes from the Production of 

Dinitrotoluene and Tolucnediamine 
(Kill and KllZ. “32e nod “353, 

E. Wastes from the Production of Ethylene 
Dibromidc (K117, kll8. and K138) and 
Wiistes from the Production of Methyl 
Uromidc (KU1 tend K132] 

‘I:. Wastes from the Production of 
Ethylenebisdilhiocnrbumic Acid (KU% 
K124. K17.5. end KY&) 

IV. Detailed Discussion of Final Rule: 
Changes to Existing Regutstions 

A. Revisions to the Fee-Ywl5 Spent 
Solvents Treatment Slandimls 

B. Conversion of Wastewi&?r Standards 
Based on Scrubber Waler 

C. Revisions to Trontmcnt. Standards for 
KOel. K082. and FOOe 

D. Vanadium: Trea#tment Stundurda nod 
Appendix VII1 

E. Notification nod Cerlificotion for 
Chsrscteristic Wastes 

P. Wastes Listed Becwse they Exhibit a 
Characteristic 

ii. Retrofitting Surfucc lmpoundmente 
Under Land Disposal Restrictiona 

V. Detailed Discussion of Final Rule: 
Hazardous Debris 

A. Overview 
B. Definitions of Debris and tlazsrdous 

Debris 
C. Treatment Standards for Hozardaus 

Debris 
D. Exclusion of Hazardous Debris from 

Subtitle C Regulation 
E. RegUtattOn of Trentment Reaiduela 
F. Permit Requirements for~Trcatment 

F~Cillli~~ 
G. Capacity Variance for Hazardous Debris 
H. Other lsaucs 

VI. Capacity Determinations 

A. Capilcity Analysis Results Summary 
8. hwilnbie Cspacity 
C. Petroleum ,kfi”ing Wtlales snd Other 

organic was,cs 
D. Required sod Available Cspucity roar 

Newly Listed Waste8 Mixed with 
Radioective Contnminants 

E. Required and Available Capacity for 
Debris Canteminsted with Newly Listed 
WCl8lC8 

P. Capacity Determination for Underground 
Injected Wnstea 

G. Revisions to Treatment Standards for 
Keel. FOOe, and KOBZ 

VII. Implemcntstinn 
A. Facilities Qoolifying for Interim Status 

Due to Storage of Prohibited Wastes 
Q. Co”lai”menl Ooildings at Generator 

Sites 
C. Addition of Waste Maongemunt 

Cnpwity ~1 Pcrmittcd and tntcrim Status 
Pucilities 

n. Conversion of En&wed Waste Piles to 
Containment Buildings et Pcrmilled and 
Interim Stotus Facilities 

VIII. State Authority 
A. Appticnbitity of Rules in Authorized 

!3,llCS 
B. liffect on State Authorization 

Ix. ,tCg”h,tO~ ,bq”i~~“W ”t~ 
A. Economic tmpsct Screening Aoalysi8 

Pursuant to Executive Order 1~91 
8. Rcgul~lory Flexibility Anidysis 
C. Pnpcrwork Reduction Act 

1. Background 

The Hazardous and Solid Waste 
Amendment8 (HSWA] to the Resource 
Conservation nod Recovery Act 
(RCRA]. enacted on November 6.1964. 
ellow hazardous wastes to be land 
disposed only if they satisfy either of 
two conditions: (1) They can either bc 
treated, or otherwise satisfy. the 
requirement of section 3004(m). which 
provision requires EPA to wt levels or 
methods of treatment. if any. which 
suhstsntially diminish Ihe toxicity of the 
waste or substantially reduce the 
likelihood of migration of hazardous 
constituents from the wtwte 80 that 
short.term end long-term threats to 
human health end the environment are 
minimized; or (2) they CR” be land 
disposed in units satisfying the so-called 
no-migration standard in sections 3004 
(d)(l). (e)(l). and (g)[5]. Lend disposal 
includes any plecement of hazardous 
waste in o landfill, surface 
impoundment, waste pile, Injection well. 
land treatment facility, salt dome 
formation, salt bed formation. or 
underground mine or ceve. RCRA 
section 3004(k). 

EPA wee required to promoI&? lend 
disposal prohibitions and trestment 
standards by May 6.1990 for all wnstm 
that were either listed or Identified es 
hezardoua et the time of the 1984 



debris evendf the equipment wBs used 
to lrmtlasstro’ar \mvabw&a6. The 
connnenters are~axtwLXdlpomded 
pump wfIltm ueedlo!treat BwBste Is 
debris, but:thewaBte&wmped “r~flkmed 
is tidehis. ~augh:s”m~filtered “I- 
pumped wB~t~~wUlzont~mbmtethe 
pumpnr~fi~:(htdeed, ihat:is’the basis 
for subjsntb@be:fUti:ar pnmp,to.the 
treatment~~~ds),:thecontantineted 
pump~or ftltBruriUvirtudlg always~be 
comprised prlmnrily of<ddbris.rather 
then westerdd so would be~olasetfied 
es debris. 

f. Intact Containers Are Not Deb% A 
number of commenters requested 
comment on the relstionship ,between 
the proposed treatment standardn for 
debris an&he so-cBlled,empty 
container rnle.inO 261.7. That rule states 
in essenoe.~hat with respect ;to 
contatners:h”lding hazardous wBste. 
what is regulated is the hazardous 
waste in the cont&iiner.snd not *he 
container itself. Thus. empty containers 
ore not regulated. and the~hazardous 
wastes in nonemp(y containers were. An 
empty container is one from which all 
hszsrdoue w&es have been removed 
using ~practices~commonly vtilized for 
waste removal, and in which not mpre 
than 2.5 centimetewof wsste remains. 
(Slightly dtfferent tests qpply,t” 
containers holding acutely hezsrdous 
wastes.) 

Since containers em potentially 0 
form of debris, there is,a questfon 
whether either empty “P nonempty 
containers ore subject,to the.treatment 
standards for debris notwithstanding 
5 261.7. EPA is indicating in this rule 
that the debris treatment standards do 
not override the empty container rule. 8” 
that rule remains in effect. EPA~is taking 
this step largely~because~it did not 
propose the issue for aomment, and any 
fundamental changes to tbeempty 
container rule merit fuller public 
participetion:than eff”rded,here. In 
addition, EPA has not fully studie&the 
implicetions of mekisg changes in the 
empty container rule:to accommodate 
regulations under~the land disposal 
prohibitions program. 

Today’s final ruletius indicates that 
intact containers aremever~c”nsid~rBd 
to be debris, an&l thus~woufdpevBr’be 
subject:to:treatment standerds for 
debris. Intact containem aweither 
empty “I nonempty. Ifempty they.are 
not subject tosegulstton, Beprovided by 
B 281.7(B)(1). If nonempty. the hazardous 
wuste within the contedner:is~euhject-to 
the lend disposal prohibitions.(aa well 
Be the rest ofsubUtle,C regulations). 
EPA also does:notwxmIder intact tanks 
to be debris. B” that any.hazBrdous 
we&s in fake would bewblect to the 

etanderds~or those,wsstes. not 
(potentially) t~&mamBnt etenderds for 
debris. 

It should be noted, however, that EPA 
is reading the empty container rule in 
8 281.7 to Bpply to intact containers. The 
Agency Is doing e” because the rule WBB 
clearly intended for devices that 
function Be containers, not for crumpled 
drums that are not easily emptied by 
normal~means. See %.281,7(b)(1)(i). 
Nonfunctional containers me more 
naturally classffiable~as.debris end the 
treatment standards adopted today me 
appropriate For suah damaged 
containersbeing disposed. 

By “intact.container”. the Agency 
meens B container that can still function 
ee a contuiner. The Agcncy.believBs that 
B container that is unbroken end,still 
retains at least 76% of its origins1 
holding capacity (i.e., has not been 
crushed more~than 25%) is still Intact. 
The Agency selected the 75% “riterio” 
because: (1) It Is withln B reasonable 
range of 50% to90?6; (2) selecting an 
original volume criterion on the high end 
of the range (e.g.. 60%] .would result in 
containers containing large quantities of 
waste being considered debrie even 
though the containers oould be readily 
separated~fromdebris; end (3) aelecting 
an,original volume criterion on the,low 
end of.the,runge (e.g., 50%) would 
subject the,weste in containers that 
hewbeen severely crushed to the 
trestmentstandards for the waste. Thin 
would require removel,of the wetlwfrom 
the contatnwfor tmetment which mey 
be imprscticeble for severely crushed 
containere; 

Finally, it tihduld benoted thut by 
observing the empty aonteiner rule. EPA 
is creatinga~limlted exception to the 
nonsegP~gation,principle dIscussed 
above.,In situations where intact 
containers ere miNted with true debris 
(i.e.. metarials olassifled ee debris under 
today’s rule), ,the intact containers thus 
would have tobe removed snd manened 
separately. 

The followinn exsm~le indicates bow 
these principles would apply. At B 
remediation site. ruptured drums Bre 
discovered still co&eining:edme 
prdhibited hazardous waste. Mi.mdin 
with,these drumaere other drums some 
of which.are not slgnlficantly damaged 
or crumpled and BlLstlll contsin 
prohibited hazardous .wBetes. All of 
these drums esegcdng to be dispoeed of 
off site. 

Under today’s rule, rhe ruptured 
drums ere, debris (bmken or ruptured 
containers Bra always debris~if 
contaminated with prohibited wuste] 
end osnnot :,beland dieposed until >they 
em treeted.by”ne,of thedebria 

treatment methods. If hezsrdous wBete 
is rem”vedfrom4he drum:during 
treatment. thewaste~llke all!trestment 
restab~es,.tewbject to dwtrestment 
standerdsfor the:pmb&ited waste. W.lth 
reepact to~thewuuptured douma. those 
thatare intsot:~i~.;thoeqthst~retain~et 
lesst 75% of thelr~orlgbud volume) Bre 
nonempty containers under $261.7. The 
waste in~these~drunm ts subject to the 
treatment~atsn~srds~forthe prohibited 
weate. Thowthat BrB not:intect.(i.e., 
those that retabrless‘then 73% of their 
orlginal volume) emdebria. 
2. Definition ofHazardous Debris 

a. ,Which :Dtibris is Hazardous. ondof 
this:Debris, .Whioh is Prohibited? This 
rule applies “rtly t”:deixia thstis subject 
to subtitle C.reguirrtion~when it is 
generated.,As EPA proposed. this 
means: (1) Debris thet.contsins listed 
hazardous wastes:(either on the debris 
surface. or in ite interstioes, such ss,p”re 
structure): or (2) debris that exhibits e 
chnractwistic of hazardous. See 57 FR 
983. To be prohibited, end hence subject 
to the treatment stenderds adopted, 
today, the debrle would hawto’be 
contemineted with listed wastes dud 
we also prohibited. “c exhibit e ’ 
prohibited characteristic. Thus, only 
debris that is corlteminsted with B listed 
waste for which,EPAhas estobliehed B 
trestmsnt standard,.und debris 
exhiblting the charecteristics of 
ignifsblllty, corroslvlty, ,reactivtty. or EP 
toxicity (plus exhibiting the TC 
chsrscteristic, since the debris must still 
be B hazardous waste) are subject to~the 
treatment standnrds adopted today. 
(Most,of.these debrlwastes, of cowee. 
Bre already prohiblted by virtue of 
previous rulemsklngs: only debris 
contaminsted exclusively with~the 
newly listed wastes for which%PA ie 
adopting trestment~standards todsy 
would be newly prohlbited under 
today’s rule.) 

b. Codification of Contained in 
Principle for Debris. In adopting the 
definition that debris contnining’listod 
hazardous waste Is regulated under 
subtitle C, EPA is codifying the 
“contained In” principle. which hue 
heretofore served 88 en interpretive 
gloss on the existing nilxture end 
derived from tules. See~67QfB83. CMA 
v. EPA, 889 F. 2d 1526 (DC. Cir. 1989). 
As.explained at proposal. id. 81980. tho 
contained in concept will spply:to both 
media end nonmedla debris [en 
approadh with unsnimoue support in the 
public comments). 

Furthermore, EPA is also codifying the 
cordllary part dfthe~conttdned in / 
principle: That~debrls tihidh~n”~lon3cr 
“contsine~~l~eted~heearllous waste 
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would no longer be subject to subtitle C 
regulation. provided that it does not 
exhibit sny hazardous waste 
chsrscteristic. Thh involves a case-by- 
~88e determination by EPA, made upon 
request. that debris doenmt contain 
hazardous waste at significant levels, 
taking Into consideration such factors 88 
site hydrogeology and potential 
exposure pathways, but excluding 
management practices.a’ Debris found 
not to contain hazardous waste (and not 
exhibiting 8 hsz~dous waste 
characteristic) would not be subject to 
further subtitle C regulation. and 80 
could be lend disposed without further 
treatment. In addition. these levels could 
be achieved by say form of treatment 
other than lmpermi8sible dilution. and 
thus need not result from application of 
the debris treatment methods adopted 
today. Id. at 983-M. 
3. Relation of Todefs Rule to the 
Ifszsrdous Waste Identifkation Rule 

On May 20.1992. EPA proposed 
comprehensive revisions to the 
regulatory definition of hazardous 
waste, asking for comment on o series of 
option8 for redefining whet 8 hazardous 
waste is. See 57 FR 21450. These rules 
could affect which debris is considered 
to be hszsrdous when it is generated 
(both through modifications to the 
hazardous waste definitions end the 
contained In principle), and 80 could 
affect both the definition of hazardous 
de’bris used in this rule. end possibly the 
extent such debris must be treated by 
prescribed methods of treatment. EPA 
has attempted to note in each of the 
sections below the potential overlap of 
this proposed rule on the rules adopted 
todsy. 

Although the Hazardous Waste 
IdentifIcstion Rule (HWIR) when 
promulgated will affect the definition of 
hazardous debris subject to today’s 
treatment standards, the Agency 
believes ibst it is nonetheless 
appropriate to make the treatment 
standards qffective immediately upon 
promulgation. The Agency does not 
believe that today’s, rule~~ill place on 
unreasonable burden on generotors of 
hazardous debris thoi may subsequently 
be determlned by HWIR not to be 
hazsrdous because the Agency has 
provided o nstionsl, case-by-case 
capecIty variance for hazardous debris 
that defers the,effective date of todsy’s. 
treatment etandards until May l&1983. 
By that time. the Agency b&eves that 
the final HWIR will be promulgated ,snd 

the treatment of debris that HWIR 
determines Is no longer haznrdous wilt 
be precluded. 
C. Treatment Standards for Hazardous 
Debris 
1. Overview 

In this section. we discuss: (1) The 
treatment tecbnologietl proposed 08 
BDAT; (21 the contaminants subject to 
treatment; (3) the debris treatment 
standards; (4) alternative LDR standard; 
(5) performance standards that must he 
met to ensure effective treatment and to 
comply with the BDAT standards: (6) 
contaminant restrictions for certain 
treetment methods; (7) use of treatment 
trains for multiple contaminants and 
debris types: (8) treatment of 
characteristic debris;~(B) standards for 
debris that is inherently toxic (i.e., it 
fails the TC and EP for metal 
contamination because it is fabric&d 
from 8 toxic metal); (10) relationship of 
TSCA PCB rules to today’s rule: (11) 
relationship of existing agency 
standards for asbestos to today’8 rule; 
(12) special requirements for radioactive 
debris; end (13) implementation of 
treatment atandords. 
2. BDAT Debris Treatment Technologies 

a. Identificolion of BDAT Treotmew 
Technologjes. The Agency considered o 
treatment technology to be “available” 
if the technology itself or the services of 
the technology ore able to be purchased. 
and the technology substantially 
diminishes the toxicity bf the waste or 
reduces the likelihood of migration of 
the waste’s hazardous constituents. The 
technologies that the Agency has 
identified o8 best demonstrated 
available technologies (BDAT) have 
been used to treat hazardous debris et 
Superfund sites. to remove radioactive 
mete18 from debris, to treat debris-like 
materiel contaminated with compounds 
similar to one or more of the compounds 
in the debris contaminant categories or. 
based on engineering judgment. ore 
npplicahle to debris. 

The Agency considered 8 technology 
to be demonstrated for 8 particular 
waste if the technology currently is in 
commercial operation for treatment of 
the waste or constituent of Interest or 
similar wastes or constituent8 of 
interest, Including waste8 not regulated 
under RCRA. such 88 PCBs and 
radioactive waste. The Agency 
identified demonstrsted technologies 
either through a review of the literature 
in which current weste.treatment 
practices were discussed. or through 
Inforamtlon provided by specific 
feciIities cllmently tresting the west0 or 
st,mt!ar wastes. EPA 8180 considered 88 

demonstrated technologies those used to 
separate or otherwise process chemicals 
end other materials which ore similar to 
the waste or constituent of interest. 

The Agency also’reviewed the 
properties of debris which may directly 
affect the efficiency of treatment 
technologies. Debris characteristics 
which may affect the performance or 
effectiveness of treatment technologies 
to clean various types of debris include: 

l Destructibility; 
. Hardness end brittleness: 
l Moisture content; 
l Permeability: 
l Size, homoneneity. end location (in 

situ versus ox 8Ytu); 
’ Surface texture; end 
. Total organic carbon (TOC). 
Under today’s rule, the Agency has 

identified the following 17 treatment 
technologies 88 BDAT for hazardous 
debris: 

l Extraction Technologies: 
-Physical Extraction 

-Abrasive blasting 
-Scarification, grinding. and planing 
-Spslling 
-Vibrstorv finishing 
-1figh pro~sure stesm end water 

*prL3j% 
-Chemical Extraction 

-Writer washing and spraying 
-Liquid phase solvent extraction 
-Vapor phase solvent extraction 

-Thermal Extraction 
-High temperature met& recovery 
-Thermal dosorption 
l Destruction Technologies 

-Biodegradstion 
-Chemical oxidation 
-Chemical reduction 
--Thermal destruction 

* Immohilizotion Technologies 
-Macroencapsulntion 
--Microencapsulstion 
-Sealing 

Summary descriptions of these 
technologies we presented in Appendix 
I of today’s preamble end treatment 
performance stsndsrds for ench 
technology ore prescribed In Table 1. 
$268.45. Further, detailed information 
on the various treatment technologies is 
presented In the Hazardous DebHa Final 
Rule Technics1 Support Document. 

b. Changes in Identification of BDAT 
Technologies From Proposal. Based on 
public comment end the Agency’s 
further evaluation, the Agency he8 
determined that two debris treetment 
technologies proposed 88 BDAT- 
electropollshlng end ultrsvlolet 
radiation-are not BDAT. end an 
additional technology not proposed 88 
BDAT-high temperature metal 
recovery-ia, In fact, BDAT for 



UNITED STATES ENVlRONMENTAi PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20460 

John E. Ely 
'Eniorcement Director 
Virginia Department of Waste Management 
101 North'l4th Street 
Richmond, Virginia 2~3219 

Dear Mr. ky: 

At the roguest of Carlyle C. Ring, Vice President and 
General Counsel of Atlantic Research Corporation, I am sending 
this letter to summarize the.Agency*s current position on the 
"contained-ins interpretative policy. 
based upon Mr. Ring's letter, 

It is my understanding, 
that there was some question a8 to 

whether the "contained-ins interpretative policy applies to all 
environmental media or only to ground water. ,Wr. Ring's letter ;! 

.also suggested that a letter Srom my Ofiioe would help resolve '1.j 
thia'matter. I hope this letter will answer thin question and 
further'clarify the policy. 
information, 

I have also enclosed, for your 
a memorandum Srom Jonathan Cannon to Thomas Jorling 

dated June 19, 1989. I hope that you will find.these helpful. _ 

The "contained-in" interpretation addressee environmental 
media (i.e., ground water, soil, and sediment) contaminated with 
RCRA listed hazardous waste. Our federal regulation8 at 40 CPR 
Part 261.3 identify hazardous wastes. Among other things, these 
regulation8 state that a solid waste mixed with a hazardous waste. 
ds a hazardous waste. However, these regulation8 generally do 
not specifically address environmental media, which are not solid 
~waates, mixed with.listed hazardous waste. The Agency's~ position 
continue8 to be that mixtures of environmental media and listed 
hazardous wa8te (i.e., contaminated ground water, contaminated 
soil, and contan@nat,ed sediments) must be managed as if they were 
hazardoun wade. Thi8 position is known as the "contained-in" 
policy. EPA’s application. of the "contained-ins policy to. 
contaminated media waa upheld by the D.C. Circuit Court OS 
Appeals in -al Wuaaement. IIP& v. U.S. EPA, 869 E.2d 
1526 (D.C. Cir. 1989). 

Consistent with this approach, the Agency further interprets 
the regulation8 to mean that enviromental.medfa contaminated 
with listed'hazardous waste must be managed a8 ii they were 
hazardous waste until the media no longer contain the listed 
hazardous waste '(i.e., until decontaminated), or are delisted. 
To date,,the Agency has not issued any definitive guidance as to 



. 

when, or at what 18ve18, environmental medid contaminated with 
l iSted hasardous waste no longer Contain that hazardous waste. 
Until SUCb guidance 18 issued, the Regions or authorized States 
my ,defsmim them 18VelS on a Case-SpeCifiC baSi8. However, as 
you know, States that are authorized to implement the RCRA 
hazardous waste program, a8 Virginia is, are not bound by EPA’s 
interpretation of the Federal regulations. Although they usually 
follow Federal intarpretatfons, authorized States may interpret 
their own regulations more strictly than EPA interprets the 
Federal regulations. 

Related to making a determination as to when contaminated 
media no longer Contain8 listed hazardous Waste, we suggest that 
a risk assessment approach be used that addre88e8 the public 
health and envirotiental impacts of hazardous constituents 
remadning in the treated SOilS. And as stated above, the 
authorized State could apply more 'stringent Standard8 or criteria 
for contaminated environmental media than those recommended by 
the Federal' EPA .if'the authorized state determined it to be 
appropriate. [Note: However, this approach does not apply to 
residual8 from the treatment of listed haZSrdOU8 waste or 
mixtures of solid waste with.listed hazardous waste under our 
cur'rsnt regulations, which must be delistedi] 

5 i) 
I hope #at this letter will be helpful to you in :i 

establishing and implementing Virginia's hazardous waste policie$ 
on related iSSUeS. Should you have any questions concerning 
EPA’k "contained-in" interpretative policy, please contact Steve 
Cochran, Acting Chief of the Waste Identification Branoh, at 
(202) 382-4770. 

0kector 
Office of Solid Waste 

cc: c. Ring 
D. Freedman 



Hr. David Buaaud 
Charaataritation C A85555m5nt Division 
Solid W&at) and Emarganay Raaponai 
tnvironmant~l Proteatlon Agancy 
401 n strut S.W. 
Room SE240E 
Washington, D.C. 20460 ' 
lb: Containad Xn Rula 
Daas Mr. Buaaatdl 

It i. our und6ratanding that the anclooad iattar of 
Assistant Adminiotmtor Jonathan ?A Cannon of Guru 19, 1989 
etatss #a policy and position of tha EPA that aa 
naontained in" rul4 rppliaa to ground w&tar’, aoii and 
fmdiaant. 

We would huaby raquimt that, a lottar ba sat to tha 
Virginia Dapartmant of Wsstm Narmgamant stating t&t thi 
maontainad ina rula of th* analosad Jqrling 'lattar l ppli.8 
to all anvironmantal madia. Tha lattar should ba aint to: 

.John E. Ely, Enforcement Diractor 
Virginia Daputmaht of Waata lhnagmnt 
101 North 14th Straat 
Ritihmond, Virginia 23219. 

It ia our understanding. that VDWM will accept such a 
latter indicating tha E+ Haadquartara policy as appliaabla 
to all madia, including aoil, in’ connaation with a numbar of 
sitas over which both ZPA Ragion 
jurisdiction. 

1x1 and VOW have 
The lattu alao would 'aaai5t in rUOlVing 

issua~~ iolatfng to 5 sit5 intilving Atlantis Raseuch 
Corpor8tion (ARC). 

Since tha 19SO’a ARC has oparitad 6 manufaaturing 
facility ior aalid ropallant rocket motors in G5ina5Vill5, 
Virginia. Currant y that plant is mmuf~aturing rocket P 
motors for tha Tomahawk and Stingar m~ssilU,~ among othar 
DOD programa. During ths SO’s through 70’8 ARC, lika. other 
industrial usara, did not handls solvants uaad for Cl88ning 
equipmant and painting in. the mannar *at thay ara now 
handl5d. Consaqumntly, it ~88 disaovuad in 1997 that tb5ra 
wa6 limited aoil and groundwtar contwination by 8olvants 
at ARC's G8inOBVill5 faaility. ~hia was promptly raportad 
to both VDWH and EPA Ragion III. A ,Conaant ordu: under 
Section 3008 VUI antarad into batwaan Region III and ARC ior 
study irid qlranup. : 
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xr. Tho8as C. Jorlfng 
‘commissionor , 
Oopartmant of Envirommntal Cony*wation 
Stat0 of NW .York 
Albany, NW Y;ork 2123J-1010 

Dear Mr. Jorlinqt 

'~ I uls kltlnq in rmpanr* to ywr Lettar of May 5, lqgg, in 
vh&ch YOU aSX.numeraus questlotir concening the regulatory 
status, un+ar the Resource Consena.tion ,and .Rocovery Act (~a), 
of l wironmental Qadfa’ .(qrOUnd water, soil, .and sadimont) 

'contaminated vith RCRA-listed hazardous varta. 

i 

Ati you pqint out in your latter, it 10 correct th&t the 
.,. .~g~ncy's."eontrin~d-in? intrrpretation is’that Cqntaminat~d 

environmental media must ba manag& pi u thy ~81s’ hazardous 
wastao until +hay no longer contain the listrd vasta, ok ar~ 

.dmliatad. Thii lrads to'tha.crltical. question of vhon an 
.mwironment&l udlua contaminated by Usted hazardous vast. 
ceases to be a listed hazardous vaata. In your. late, YOU 
discuss three gossibla anavers (baaad, on prwious EPA positiona 

. and, documents) vhich. you balirva addrrsa this quastlon, ‘and 
rquest the Agancy to clarify its interpretation. Each of th0~0 
is diqcuss*d ,bUov. 

Ttm first possible l nsvar you cite would be that the 
contaminated m8dSr vould ba s hazardous va8to unlw's and until it 
is delisted, b+d on the ~~liactur~~ and wdor$v*d-fras* gala&. A,s 
you correctly *bto in yout lrttrr , 
dascription duo to thm application 

a vast* that amts a list& 
of @ ithor of these ~10s 

rtiains a listed hasardou8’ vasta until it is tillsted,. Havwer, 
theaa tvo n8l.i do not pwtain to contanfnatrd l nVirOndntA1 
madia. undo? mr rqulations, contaain8tad aadia ars not 
con#ider# #01&d vastos, in the ssnse of bolnq abandonad, 
recycled, or inherently vaatr-likr aa those tarms are dofinad in 
the regulation8. Therof ore, contmlnrtsd UWirOnaantal~ madiA 
cannot ba conaidwad 8 hazardous vasta Via the “m iYtUrO* ~10 

to have I hasardow vasta dxtUrar a hatwdoar vaate must 
i!'& vith 8 u vasta pr 40 cat 26L3(a)(l)WfY)). 
Similarly, the *derived-froa' rule dew not apply to contaainat@d 
-dia. our baa18 for stating that.contsrinatti 8nvironmontal 
&$a muit ba managed, AS hazardoui WsstOS is that they %OntairP 
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1 irtad harordour Waste. Thena AnVirOmWit51 nedlA A&t bA 
manaqed as hazard&A WAStA bAcAuse, and only as long AS q "containa a listed hazardous waste, (l.c;, until dqcon&~f~ 

. . 

m.CdiA 
The ‘rrcond porsibillty you mintion ir that"rnvirqm.ntal 

contaminated with a RCM listed FAStA ncr &enqar hAv@ tc 
nAtiAq+d 8A A hatarduur WltA if tha hAzArdaus ConAtituanta A* 
completaly &moved by traatnent. This 1s conslrtent vith the 
Agamy’s *contained-in" fnterpratr+on and rrpraimts the 
Agency'q currant policy. ,' , 

.i 

Thi thiqd possibility you dl8cuss~egmA~ fropl Sylvia 
, ~ew;ca*s Jgnuary 24, 1999, namorAndum that you cited in ~QU: 

. This memorandum indi,CAtOS that OSW,haA not, i@AuAd An 
drfinitiV4. quidAnC0 AS to, whAn, Qf At vhat lAvel.8, environmAn: 
media ,contaminAtad vith listed hAzArdour vast8 are no longer 
conridomd to contain thrt hAsArdous vaste. It 8106 l trtas th . until such dafinitive gu'idAnca 10 ismAd, WI@ R~giona mAy 
determine thqsa lavrla on a are-•paeific baris. Yhora this 
drtsmination ~nvolvka an l uthotimd S+tA, ruch AS Nav York, 
pbliCy is that the Stati SAY also mak* such A deterdination. 

Ralated to such i dataamlnation, you AAk vhather a 
aasAsrm~nt apprqAch that addressAd the public health and 

r+k 
environmantA impacts of harar~aur conrtituants raaaining in 
treatment residU810 would be Acceptable. This aQprQach would t 
ACCAptAbtA for CantAminatad mAdia providad you Assumed a dirAct 
axpoaura l cenArio, but would not be.acMptAblr for *darivadrfrc 
wastas undw our eur.rwit rules. hddltionally, conaistant~vith 
tha l tatuta, Pou aould submtituta aoF St?inqant standwdi or 
ctiterie' for qontAninAted AnvironmAntAl mdia thm thoar 
racomnrinded by; the Federal EPA 1.2 you~data~inad it to be 
appropriate. 

TM Agency 18 WOntly inVOlV8d in 8 rulemaking l ffcrrt 
dimetAd rt Mtting m 1wAls for hAzArdau8 CotwtituantA 
balov vhich l l$giblA liStAd vastA8, trO8tWnt residuals from 
the00 vastas, and l wironmant81 media COntaminat8d vith, those 
lisfad wastes would no longrr h~vA to k amagad as hasardoua 

contamplAtad in th* PI 
thAt usad in the proposed RCRj, clam 

twas or tbA l xposura scenario (diract 
490 n.anagOmOnt acanwio (not in a’ vasta managraent 

(prfmari?y health-bacWr 

YAW find quoation ralitad to vhathor the *raaova and 
dacontroinata~ ~rmadura sat forth in the Uarch,l9, lSe?.E&& 
w pto8tiJe to the conforming ragulAt~on0 on c~oring 
Aurfac8 lapoundaants l ppliaa vhan making ComplatA IsaOVAl 
drtarminations ‘for l ofl. .Thaae procrdurrs do apply vhm one 

i 
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chooses to CLOan ClOSS a hazardous vart.a surface inpoun&,ait t: 
rrmovitiq the vast*. The preaable lanouage state6 that ‘the *Se 
InterQrrts the tS~,*temov~* and "decontaminatr" to men &,,C., 
of all WaStSS, linsrs, and/or leachate (including ground watar 
that pore a substantial prqmt or:Qoton~ia~~thrrat to human 
health or the l nvitonment (32 a 6706). 'turthor diecUe8ion of 
thisa riquirraentr ia giravided,in a ClartfScatlan notice 
p@liSbad on birch 2,, '19SS, 153 a 1144) and in OSWZR Policy 

.Dit~ctive I '9476;00-18,on demonstrating eqUutv8lmce of Part 26 
clean closyre. vith Part 264 rquirenntr (copy enclosed). 

I hope ‘art this rkponse will be helpful to you ln " 
establirbinq and lmploaenting NW YOdC*a 'hazardous vaate polic 
on rrlated.imuas. should you Rave additional quertionr, plea. 
contact &b pellfnger, Chief oi the Warta CharaOterizatfon Bra 
at (202),475+551. 

Sincerely your8, 

. 

. 

*‘.. 

,’ 
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.UNlfgD STATPS ENVIROW’MNTAL PROTECTJON AGENCY 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20460 

. 

. 
~SUEJRCT: Ststus of Contsminstod Groundvster,Snd LimLtation~ 

on D,ieposJl and Rouse 

FROU: 
Of!ico of Solid Waste 

TO:. isfe Zeliksog, Director. 
Toxic8 stid Wart6 +nsgem& Division 
Ragion IX 

. . ,. 
” In your memo of peceibsr i6, 1966 and the sttached 

matsthls, you,, stste# your uddetitsnding of. the ‘current, policy 
on the classificstion of contsmidstsd groundwater and described 

,issues which hsve l ri8en in CJlifornis,~regsrding reuse of 
coatsminstod groundvster from 8 Superfund site.~ 

Xou hsve sccurstely ststed the effects.. of the “contained 
in” policy vhfch governs situations such as the one you have 
described. Bri.efly, ,s. contslinstsd groundwater which has been’ 
treatsd such thsf it no longer contains hstsrdour constituents, 
need not be considered to bs 8 hsrsrUous waste, and benefici,al 
reuse of ‘the water i,e permissible. Wo hsve not yet issued 
definitive guidance oo levsls below. which the’ groqndristrr is,no 
longer considered to contain hstsrdous wastes. tintil such 
defini:tive guidance is irsued , tba Regions may determine’tbese 
levels on .J c&se-ipecif ic bsiis. 

It is 6ur expectation that ultimstely ‘the guidance on 
levels of bsssrdous vsstes which may rensin will mirror the 
levelb7i’fhe be: Minimis rule uhich is nova. under development 
by osw. I knov thst .Regioa 1X hss been psttici,pstiag in the 
Work: Gioup discussfons sad revisvs of this proposal and I urge 
you to continiae this ,involvement. 

In its present’ form, the De ninimia. approsch contemplates 
levsls based on health-bsaed standards Where JvJilJblslr 

,asruming direct. l xpusur+. with respect to the constituents 
of concern at the Fairchild Supetfund site -- trichloroethsne.. 



+8ntls reasmb ceqefau8n 
IQ‘. David Buebard 

-’ F&rtiJw 21, 1991 
PJqe ‘fW0 

Purhant. to .that Conoent Order, a8 an approved inter& 
mea8qr8, a pilot treatment unit wae authorize9 wing above 
qtotid bioaugmentad aoil venting. That pilot unit' Ime be- 
CdllUlf~y 8UOOei8f Ul , teetinq .non-dsted in three oi tm 
four, roil, pilee. It i8 antioipatsd the+ further teatinq mey 
8hw no+detect in the fourth 'pile. 
applying the "contained ina 

PiPA. taqion; 1x1, 
rule, i8 prepseed to authorize 

ARC ta usi -the soil am clesn fill on site. 

m 888Jrt8 independent Rw jUf8dictiOn and bee 
et&d that it 8ppUee the aoontained in@ rule to 
grfm@wakr only. VDWW, however, has ale0 indiaated thbt 8 
letter ,fromEPA’heedquJrtere etatinq thbt the ~oonteined inw 
rule sppliu to 811. media would bJ Jcoepted by vDwl4 88 8 
bs8ir ior expanding the mGontJined in* rule to 8oi& 
treatment, . 

8Jcau8e the pilot 8tudy was 8 8~~~888,’ hRC, under fha 
Corrective. Me~suree Study, contseplstee ueinq thr abave- 
ground pilot 8tUdy Jnd eimilar teOhnoloqfe# for remedietion 
of soil on the Gainesville 8&te. 0bvieU8ly it VOUld be Of 
no merit to incur th4 8Ub8tantial eo8t of .8uoh reaedistion 
if Vaac und&r the Vnixture~ and wdarivad .frOmm ruLe8; 
ri@uiree the *eated coil to be hauled to a lioenoed 
di8po8al faaility nor require8 delietinq after treatment. 

In the l veht y6U have any queetion8 COnCerning thi8 
requeet or need further informition ue would like to ha98 a 
nesting, with, you. kobwt Stroud, ,vho ha8 coqnizano8 of 
ARC's Con8ent order with EOA Reqion III, vould like to be 
included in any neetinq: I.vill qive you a call .,in $ fev 
daye tO’8e8 whether YOU Cu, tie8pnd fbvatebly $0 Our rm88t 
or whether a meatinq would be ,app?epriste. 

.- - 

I had hsd a oon+er8ation yesterday with Hike ‘ietr~eka 
Of y&r OfficS JIld hi 8uqqJeted th8t X 8llOUld put my reqU8.t 
in wsftinq. 

Gincerely, 

Csrlyle C. Rinq, Jr. 

C.C. Robe* Stroud 
'Michael TammIca 

tobert Grerve8’ 
Jdln t1y 

Patricia Tan 
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UNITLD STATES hNVdWT*L PROTLCTION AGINCI 
. 

SUBJECT : Status of Personnel Protective Equipment as a RCRA 
waste 

FROM : Sylvia K. Lowrsnce, Director 
O ffice of Solid Waste 

TO: Timothy Fields, Jr., Director 
Emergency Response D ivision 

This memo is in response to your izquiry about our planned 
“de minlmisn .-JIe z:d qbout the status of personnel protective 
clothing and other debris in the interim. 

The "de minimis" rule is intended to define levels of 
contamination below which wastes are not hasardous. In concept, 
this could apply to any type bf material, includinq clothing and 
debris. However, there could be some difficulty, in applying 
this approach to all of the materials of concern to you since 
test methods needed to determine the level of contamination may 
not be appropriate for all of the materials encountered. I have 
asked the staff responsible for developing the rule to consider 
this aspect of the "de minimis" determination as they Proceed. 

Until the time that a "de minimis" approach is available, 
there are several options for dealing w ith contaminated clothing 
and other similar debris. * 

Since clothing and the other materials of concern are,not 
considered solid wastes, they can be dealt w ith through the 
"contained in. policy. That is, i,f the hazardous contaminant 
can be WmOVetl, the underlying material is no longer considered 
to be a haeardous~waste and its disposal is not restricted. As 
you noted in your memo, this may not be appropriate in all 
situations, Since it may generate large volumes of contsminated. 
rinsate which must be treated boforr disposal. 

. - . .  
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Where it is impossible or impractical to remove the 
contam ination, the materials must be treated in accordance with 
the applicable land disposal restriction :LDR) standards and 
other applicable requirements of Subtitle C. If the waste is 
one for which treatment standards have been set, the material 
must be treated to the applicable LDR levels, or a treatability 
variance must be granted. The determ ination of which option is 
more appropriate will depend on the nature of the underlying 
material and on the treatment methods available. 

If the method of treatment necessary to meet the LDR 
treatment standards is inappropriate for the material in 
question, another method of treatment can be proposed through a 
treatability variance. Since the underlying materials vary 
greatly, it is not possible to give general guidance on what 
methods of treatment are appropriate in these circumstances. 
This decision must be m ad6 on a case by case basis. 

If the waste in question is a soft ham m er waste, as is the 
case in the situation described in the Region V m emo which you 
attached, then the soft ham m er provisions described in the 
August 17, 1988 Federal Register Notice on the First Third Final 
Rule should be followed. You should note that, although cost 
my be used to sotie ?xtent in determ i.:inq the practicability ?-; 
treatment for soft ham m er wastes, it is not a consideration in 
determ ining treatment for wastes which have standards in effect. 

Finally, you Cite the empty container rule as relevant 
here. while it is possible that the amount of hazardous waste 
remaining in a container could exceed that contained in clothing 
or other materials there is no wemptym rule for anything but 
containers,, and that concept would not apply to the situations 
you have described. 



umco fTAn% LNVIR~NMCNT*L CROTECTION AGENCY 

W~~NOTON. 04. m40 
.* 

NEIiORiNDUM 

‘SUBJECT ’ RCRA Regulatory status df Contrrainatrd ‘Qrbund water 

FROMi . Marcia E. Willisk, Dfrsctor 
Offico of Sqlid Wasts 

TO' Patrick Tobin. Dirwtar 
Wasto Mwwgemrnt Division, Region .Iv 

1986, 
This is in response to your mmor&dum of Saptaabor 18, 

regarding ths r8gulbtoq et&W8 of grobnd water 
cont.uninatsd vith hazardour vmts lowhats. To rrisver this 
qumation, on8 first ha8 to d8tarrPino the status of ground 
uxtsr. Undsr the regulations.~ ground vatsr containeg ‘in the 
squifsr is not considsrsd x solid wxsta, sines it is not 
“dixcsrdod” in the sons0 of being bbandonod, SmCychd, 
or inherently wxsto-iiks ss those tirms are dofinad in tbs 
rsgulxtions. Sax 40 CFI 261.2(a)-(d). Thersfors, contuPi- 
nstsd ground vetsr cannoe bs considwod b haxsrdous mmt~’ 
‘vi* the mixture rule (i.o., to hive a hascrdous vxste 
mixture, l hazardous vm must ba mix.6 with a solid vastei 
sea 40 CFR 261.3(~)Clj(iv)). Nevertholsss, groumtr 
contaminated vith. harsrdous vssto loschrto. is qtill sub jwck 
to rogulati,on sines it contains a hxrsrdous v8sts. Thorafore 
ths trsatmwit, stotaga, or drrpos81 of ground.vatsr aontunlnat~6 
vith hxxxrdous waatm lamh8te must’bs handlsd as if the 
ground vatsr itsslf wore hazardous sines h&rra&Zvaste’ 1/ 
ls,xchxta is subjeer to ragulxtion under Subtitls C Of RCIUI.” 
muover,. if the ground wear is trostsd such thst it no . 
longsr contains 4 hazardous vasta, ths ground v*tsr voula no 
Longsr bo subject to rogul6,tion under Subtitle C of RCRL , 

A/ mis ~umo xmre prscisoly l xplsins gho position on ground 
vator contamination prasmted in John Skfaner'~ mm0 da*& 
mcmhr 26. 1964. ‘.., ,:;g-‘..~.:. ::.:.,:;; 



: Taking tl+s lnterpr8tatlon ar.2 applying it to the ~extiple 
in ypur mmmoEandum, the ground water .contain.ing a listed 
hazardous waatm, once collected, .‘1.8 8UbJect to rmgulatlon 
under the hazardous waste regulations. However, It am a 
‘result of trelfment, the ground water no longer~ contains the 
hdzardous Y88te lewhe te, the tground rater would no longer bg 
subject to' the hazardous Qaste rul:es. . 

Your letter 4186 raiser the qirertlon of treatment ‘of 
ground water xlthln the contixt of’ corrro.tlvr aotlon. If’ the 
corrective action is taken *t an interim mt*tum f*c.Illty In 
compllanoa with a 53008(h) drder, treatment 0~. take pl,ace. 
Ve are oonmldiilng the po**lb’ilIty of amending the regulations 
to clarify the relatlonshlp between correctIv8 action and 
the reconstruction ban (5270.72(e)). Hors brimdly, the 
Agbncy Is currently mxamlnlng the i88u.8 of whether permits 

. should: be required tok any corrective abtlonm. We are also 
developing, rules tar corrmotlvm iatlon, under RCRA S3OOl(u). 
Until’ this’ analyale. 18 oompletrd, if, the carrmctlve action ’ 
take8 pl.aca at a permItted iaolllty, St can be handled *a a . permit modlficatlon. 

‘Please feel free to call Matt Straur. of ny mthff, .lf 
you have any further questlons; his telephone number Is 475- 
8551 (FTS). 
.cc : Hazardgus Warts DlvIsIon Direotor8, 

Region8 I-112, and V-X 
Gene Lucmro, OWPE 
‘Uoyd Qumrcl, OWPE 
Mark Qremnwood; OQC ‘. 
St*va Sllv*iman, ooc 
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